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Defense Diplomacy and
Nepal-Bangladesh
Military Cooperation
Dr. Banshidhar Mishra
Defense diplomacy
has been important security and
foreign policy tool
for many centuries.
However, in the
age of globalization, its importance has grown
more rapidly than
ever because of the
recognition that a country’s survival and development also depend on a peaceful and stable national and regional environment.

Some of the significant practices in the past reflect that various tools of defense diplomacy
could be implemented to strengthen country’s
overall diplomacy, including bilateral and multilateral contacts of military and civilian defense officials of foreign countries; appointing defense
attaches in country’s foreign missions; preparing
bilateral/multilateral security and defense agreements; exchanging experience with foreign military and civilian defense officials; providing
military assistance and support to other countries, such as aid, materials, and equipment during the disaster or humanitarian crises.

Nepal’s Defense diplomacy
The then COAS of Nepal & Bangladesh accompanied by senior Military Officials at Dhaka, Jan- It is often believed that powerful and bigger countries more frequently engage in military diplo- 
uary 2021
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General S M Shafiuddin Ahmed, Chief of the Bangladesh Army.

General Prabhu Ram Sharma, Chief of the Nepal Army.

macy as they have resources and tools to effectively maneuver their tactics and strategies in the
best of their national interests. However, Nepal
has been tactfully responding to its immediate
neighbors and countries overseas.

Nepal’s military consistently stays connected to
the foreign armies, including those of India,
Bangladesh, the UK, and the US for training,
technical assistance, and joint military exercises.
Nevertheless, Nepal has increasingly been reaching the Chinese Military while maintaining close
connections with the armies of and other
SAARC Countries. Moreover, the Nepali Army
continuously launches joint drills and training
with armies of these countries. Further, the world
communities appreciate Nepal’s tremendous contribution to the United Nations in its peacekeeping missions to the war-ravaged and
conflict-ridden countries across the globe.

Ever since the 1816 Sugaulee Treaty between
Nepal and British India, Nepal has been involved
in several battles in Asia and beyond as mercenary
soldiers to the British Empire.

During the Rana regime, Nepal maintained neutral relations with the foreign countries except for
the Nepal Army’s direct involvement in the
British Army initiated wars across the world. The
Gurkha soldiers, including those in the Nepali
Army and the British Army, have served the imperial powers as mercenary soldiers. During the
last several centuries, many Nepalis have engaged
in foreign battles and sent mercenary forces for
foreign powers. In that way, the Rana regime initiates military diplomacy.

Nepal’s historical relation with Bangladesh

5

The bilateral relations between the People's Republic of Bangladesh and the Federal Democratic
Republic of Nepal have been progressively close 
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and cordial since the foundation of Bangladesh
in 1971. The then-Kingdom of Nepal became the
seventh nation to recognize Bangladesh on January 16, 1972. Nepal and Bangladesh established
diplomatic relations on 8 April 1972. Relations
between the two countries have remained friendly
and cordial ever since the establishment of diplomatic relations. The two nations are separated by
the "Siliguri Corridor" - a small stretch of the territory of the Indian state of West Bengal lies between southern Nepal and northern Bangladesh.
Both countries are members of SAARC, BIM-

STEC, NAM, South
Asian Growth quadrangle, and UN.

In 1986, Bangladesh
demanded the participation of Nepal in
talks with India over
the distribution of
water
from
the
Ganges
River.
Bangladesh has permitted Nepal to use
port facilities at
Mongla since September 1997, following
the opening of the
Kakarbhitta-PhulbariBanglabandha transit
route. In 1998, the
Phulbari treaty between India and
Bangladesh allowed
Nepalese goods access
to
Bangladesh
through a transit
route in India.

Nepal organized a tourism fair and roadshow in
major cities of Bangladesh in 2007 and 2008 respectively to familiarize Bangladeshi tourists with
the tourism attractions available in Nepal.

In 2010, a joint communique issued by the Prime
Minister of India Dr. Manmohan Singh and the
Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina Wajid
assured giving Nepal and Bhutan access to the
Bangladeshi ports. The commerce secretaries of
both countries were scheduled to meet and final
ize details for an extensive transit agreement.
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Acting chief of army staff Lieutenant General SM Shafiuddin Ahmed together with Nepalese ambassador
Banshidhar Mishra poses for a photo at the BAF Base Bangabandhu in Dhaka on Thursday after presenting
medical equipment and protection gears to the Nepalese army. — Focus Bangla photo


Military Relations between Nepal and
Bangladesh

to Bangladesh Army from 12 to 15 January 2021.
During his visit, Chief of Army Staff in the
Nepalese Army General Purna Chandra Thapa
COAS of Nepal and Bangladesh Kathmandu paid a courtesy call on the immediate past Chief
February 2021
of Army Staff of Bangladesh General Aziz Ahmed
The historic cordial relationship between at the Army Headquarters.
Bangladesh and Nepal has led to the strong foundation for Military-Military Relations between During the meeting, they discussed the existing
the Nepal Army and the Armed Forces of friendly relations between the army personnel of
Bangladesh. Our two Armies enjoy excellent the two countries. They also discussed sharing
friendly relations since the formation of the professional training between the two countries.
Bangladesh Armed Forces. We have had our MilThe Nepalese army chief also paid a courtesy
itary Attaché in the Embassy of Nepal Dhaka
since 2005 to symbolize the importance of our call on the Bangladesh Navy chief and
Bangladesh Air Force chief. He also visited
Military-to-Military relations.
Combined Military Hospital (CMH), National
Ongoing activities of cooperation between Defense College, and Defense Service ComNepal and Bangladesh Army
mand and Staff College.
•Visit of Nepal’s Chief of Army Staff to Bangladesh Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) General Gaurav

•Chief of Army Staff in the Nepalese Army Gen- SJB Rana paid a formal visit to Bangladesh at the
eral Purna Chandra Thapa paid four days to visit invitation of former Chief of Army Staff (CAS) 
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General Iqbal Karim Bhuiyan, Bangladesh Army sistance of Nepal during the Liberation War in
from 9th March till 12th March 2015.
1971.

During his four-day-long visit, COAS Gen Rana
laid a wreath to pay homage to the martyrs at
"Shikha Anirban” in the Dhaka Cantonment and
after receiving the ceremonial Guard of Honour
at Senakunja, met his counterpart General Iqbal
Karim Bhuiyan, CAS Bangladesh Army at army
headquarters. Gen Rana also met Chief of Air
Staff, Air Marshal Muhammad Enamul Bari, and
Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Admiral M Farid. Visiting General lauded the international standard
training courses provided at the military institutions in Bangladesh during his separate visit to
National Defence College (NDC), Defence Services Command and Staff College (DSSC), and
Bangladesh Military Academy. Gen Rana also observed a demonstration presented by 71 Mech
Bde at Bomka Demo Area after which he visited
the "˜National Monument' located in Savar.

Continuing his visit, COAS Rana made a courtesy call on Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina at her
office in Dhaka. During the meeting, discussions
were held on the issues of bilateral interests as
well as those relating to two armed forces. At the
meeting, the Prime Minister even recalled the as-

•Visit of Chief of Army Staff of the Bangladesh
Army to Nepal

Leading a military team, former Chief of Army
Staff of the Bangladesh paid a five-day visit to

Nepal from 7 to 11 February 2021.

The General Aziz-led team was received at Tribhuvan International Airport by Major General of
Nepal Army Nirmal Kumar Thapa.

During his stay in Nepal, General Aziz Ahmed offered garland to Bir Memorial at Tudikhel Kathmandu on Feb 8. On Feb 9, he called on Prime
Minister K.P Sharma Oli, Deputy Prime Minister,
and Defense Minister Ishwar Phokhrel. General
Aziz holds bilateral talks with his counterpart
Thapa.

Similarly, on Feb 10 he called on President Bidya
Devi Bhandari and visited Birendra Peace Training Center at Panchkhal, Kabhre district in Nepal.
Nepal Army expressed hope that such high-level

military exchanges between the two neighboring

countries will contribute to strengthening ties be-

tween the two countries as well as militaries.
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Nepali Army Command and Staff College Visit to Bangladesh 2021.


•Donation of Medical equipment and medicines aaaaaAfter reaching Nepal, the army chief placed
to fight against covid-19 to Nepal Army by wreaths at Nepal’s Army Pavilion and Memorial
Bangladesh A.
Monument of the late war heroes. The
The Bangladesh Army on June 3, 2021, presented Bangladesh army chief also called on Nepal’s
emergency medical equipment and other materi- Prime Minister, Defence Minister, and Chief of

als to the Nepalese army amid an increase in Army Staff Rajendra Chhetri and discussed bilatCovid-19 cases in the landlocked country Nepal. eral issues between the two countries.

The present Army Chief General SM Shafiuddin

Ahmed, handed over the medical items and pro-

tection gears to Nepal.

Former Bangladesh Army Chief Abu Belal

Muhammad Shafiul Haq called on Nepal Presi-

dent Bidya Devi Bhandari at Sheetal Niwas at

Kathmandu in Nepal on 7 June 2017.

•Donation of Medical Equipment to Nepal

Army to fight against Covid-19

The Bangladesh Army on June 3, 2021, presented
emergency medical equipment and other materi-

als to the Nepalese army amid an increase in

Covid19 cases in the landlocked country Nepal.

The acting army chief, Lieutenant General SN
Bangladesh Army Chief Abu Belal Muhammad Shafiuddin Ahmed, handed over the medical
Shafiul Haq reached Kathmandu on June 6 in a items and protection gears to Nepalese ambassa-

five-day official visit upon cordial invitation of

dor H.E. Dr. Banshidhar Mishra at a program in

Chief of Army Staff of Nepal Rajendra Chhetri. the BAF Base Bangabandhu ground.
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Military Training opportunities and high-level
carrier course

Several Nepalese Army officials have received military training from various military institutions
of Bangladesh. Likewise, the Bangladesh Army
has been regularly sending its personnel for training in Army Command and Staff College, Shivapuri, Nepalese Military Academy, Kharipati,
Birendra Peace Operations Training Centre,
Panchkhal, and various other training schools
every year.

Jungle Warfare Course Bangladeshi and Chinese Trainees together in Nepal

Various Military training opportunities and highlevel career courses are being provided by the
Bangladesh Armed Forces to the Nepal Army and
also Bangladesh Armed Forces personnel have
been attending various specialized courses like
Para Basic Course, High Altitude Course, Officers’ Basic Course, Jungle warfare and Counterterrorism course in addition to the Command and

Staff College and Officers basic Course in Nepal
Army’s various training institutions, which has significantly contributed for the professional development of our Forces as well as to foster friendly
relations between two Forces. Our mutual understanding of the exchange of training and high-level
delegation visits regularly has added a new dimension to our friendly relationships. Chief of The
Army Staff of both Armies had their official visit
to respective countries regularly and will be continued such visit in the future as well. Two armies
are also exchanging in sports and adventurous
events for the last few years.
•Support of MI 17 Helicopter parts to Nepal
Army

Bangladesh Airforce provided Parts of MI 17 Helicopter much-needed assistance upon request of
Nepal Army to be reimbursed within 18 months
period in December 2020.

Other activities of cooperation in the defense sec
tor include:
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•High-level dignitaries ‘official visits, Exchange
of Training delegations, School students, NCC
Bangladesh Military Academy (BMA) delegation
visits were conducted from 2017 to 2020. Tri-Nations (Nepal-Bangladesh-India) Mount Everest expedition to commensurate 50 years of liberation
of Bangladesh is in the progress. The acceptance
to send officers for the courses in the Army institutions regularly has added a new dimension in
the exchange of training programs between our
two Armies. Such exchanges at different levels
will be more frequent with increased cooperation
in promoting the already existing bonds of friendship and cooperation between our two Armies in
the future for further enhancement of our Military – Military relations. The visit of this delegation to Nepal is part of our Military Exchange
program.
COAS, Bangladesh Visit of BPOTC Nepal

•It would be worth mentioning the support received from the Government of Bangladesh,
Bangladesh Armed Forces, and various sectors
of society of Bangladesh to augment Nepal’s rescue and relief efforts after the devastating earthquake that hit Nepal in early 2015, have been
highly remarkable and commendable. Even during the ongoing pandemic Bangladesh Government, the Bangladesh Army, and people from
different walks of life are at the forefront to provide the help needed to Nepali people. Nepali
people and Nepali Army are grateful and will remain grateful for these humanitarian gestures
extended in the time of need. “A friend in need
is a friend indeed”.

•After 12 years of its establishment, two countries Nepal and Bangladesh started Military relations with participation in Staff College. The

11

relation has been strengthened with the development of the following activities.

1. Participation of Nepalese Army officer in Staff
College from 1982.

2. Since 2005 Nepal has started sending Military
Attaché to Bangladesh.

3. Participation of Nepalese Army senior officer
in NDC from 2002 to 2009 and again from 2016.

4. As a part of a foreign study tour, Army Command and Staff College students are regularly visiting Bangladesh and NDC students from
Bangladesh had visited Nepal.
5. Participation of Bangladesh Army officer cadet
in Nepalese Army Academy from 2012.

6. Participation of Nepalese Army officer cadet in

Bangladesh from 2011. It was discontinued due

to some technical reasons. Since 2021, officer

cadet from Nepal is doing basic training in

Bangladesh Air Force Academy.

7. Officers from Bangladesh are presently participating in Staff College, Para Basic, Jungle warfare, and mountain warfare training in Nepal.

8. A group of 31 Personals from BD Army partic-

ipated in Mountain Adventure training in April

2015 and February 2016.

9. Joint Expedition from both Armies in 2015.

10. Seeking cooperation from Bangladesh to es-

tablish NDC in Nepal (https://m.theindependentbd.com//post/231929)

11. Sharing of experience in the field of disaster man-

agement, mountain warfare, and jungle warfare.
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12. Nepal and Bangladesh are participating in ex- Nepal is committed to continually strengthening

ercises related to UN peacekeeping. Bangladesh its military cooperation and ties with all major
Army has been participating in multinational powers, including India, China, United States,

peacekeeping exercises “Exercise Shanti Prakash” and the United Kingdom, and Bangladesh. Its
since 2000 and Nepal Army is sending its troops military capability incorporates the effectiveness
in “Exercise Shanti Agrosena” since 2002 con-

ducted in Bangladesh.

13. National Cadet Corps youth exchange pro-

grams on a reciprocal basis. Nepal Army received

a vacancy for the NDC from 2016 and every year

one student officer of Colonel rank has been at-

tending the subject course in Mirpur Canton-

ment, Dhaka.
Conclusion

of Nepal’s foreign policy and diplomatic relations

while balancing superpowers. Nepal could secure

necessary supports from the UN member coun-

tries for the Nepali Army’s increasing presence in

the UN peacekeeping missions. Nepal’s technical

cooperation with these countries could help up-

grade Nepal’s security forces by providing training
to Nepal’s military and police officials. Nepal

should also promote regional diplomacy by learn-

ing from Singapore and other countries, such as

the Shangri-La Dialogue by engaging in a range

In the age of an open and globalized economy, of activities related to military diplomacy to deal
countries’ survival and development also depend with security more widely rather than just with
on a peaceful and stable national and regional en- defense matters.
vironment. Based on the experiences from the

ASEAN countries, defense diplomacy has a huge

Second, Nepal will continue its contribution towards multinational efforts to maintain interna-

potential in the case of Nepal to manage current tional security, including its participation at the
and future tensions by improving information United Nations missions. This has tremendously

flows and building trust with two big neighboring helped to build a positive image of the country
countries (Cottey & Forster, 2004, p. 65).
and strengthen Nepal’s bilateral and multilateral

The relation between Bangladesh Army and relations. Nepal’s participation in such efforts has
Nepali Army is not limited to either visits or train- also helped to enhance Nepal’s security as well by
ing only but the interaction among all ranks knowledge exchange and capacity development
while being on a peacekeeping mission abroad. of Nepal’s military. Nepal and Bangladesh are
In the field, sometimes both troops carry out op- proven trustworthy and generous friends in the
erational tasks together and the soldiers are al- defense sector too.
ways keen to meet each other and share thoughts.

There seems some kind of bond and sentimental Dr. Banshidhar Mishra, Ambassador of Nepal to
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. Earlier the Amattachment existing between nationals of both bassador was the State Minister and Member of Parliament of Nepal.
countries.
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Time to Think Big on Bangladesh

Launching Bangladesh to an Elevated Economic Orbit
Air Chief Marshal Masihuzzaman Serniabat (LPR)

It is a matter of
huge pride for
every Bangladeshi
to embrace the laurels of success over
the past decades.
Bangladesh's
growth so far has
been
primarily
driven by government economic
policies and the private sector. Bangladesh will
continue to ride on the inertia of development
for many years to come. The last several decades
have shown it's time to shed the belief, our population is a deterrent to our growth. It’s time to
take advantage of our population and exploit the
potential trapped in our people. However, we
should not be complacent in our success and the
statistical KPI (Key Performance Indicator). so it’s
time to think big on Bangladesh and to launch
Bangladesh into an elevated economic orbit. The
fuel is our 166 million people.

of 27.6 and around 118 m semi-skilled young
computer literate people are coming out in the
next decade. (Presentation of BIDA). Human Resource Development (HRD) is now geared up
with the education institutes and the pairing up
of the industries. The coming up of the Aerospace University is another one who would have
EASA (European Aviation Safety Authority)
recognition. The software business is also growing. Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
Aerospace and Aviation University (BSMRAAU)
has signed an Agreement with Airbus on 8 Dec
2020 to develop and ensure quality for EASA certification.

The preponderance of young people gives us the
Demographic Dividend. Japan, China, and Europe are aging. Next 10 years they would be
shrinking, not only population-wise but also market-wise (naturally). Factories there will need migrant workers and market expansion to places
where the economy is growing. Many developed
countries would rather keep migrants outside
while they take the profit. This could be one sceBangladesh is rapidly progressing with 6 plus nario. (On the other hand, Canada is welcoming

GDP in the last decades. It has now a median age Immigrants like Germany).
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There are around 10 million-plus Bangladeshis
abroad.
Unofficially
more. While they live
and raise children they
are likely to visit their
roots. While they travel
to and from Bangladesh,
many others also would
do the same through
Bangladesh. Because we
have bigger runways and
it will be easier. For example, Nepal, Bhutan,
Tripura, and the other
States of India. Moreover, Bangladesh is coming up with a deep seaport and the distance to Chattagram port from
Guwahati is much shorter than Kolkata. If India
and China cooperate, the distance to port from
Chengdu is shortest if Chattagram or Mongla is
used. We have dozen-plus runways of 5000 ft
plus, of them, if we renovate a few, we have the
possibility of becoming a connectivity hub. Aerospace industries need runways. We have. In short,
we can be, as per the guidance of our honorable
Prime Minister, a Hub of Connectivity for East
and West. And we can use the disused runways
for the growth of aviation-related industries/
plants/factories.

Now, where is the market? Where is the market
in Singapore? There are many Boeing 777 converted to cargo versions in ST Corporation. They
have the branding and the reputation and the
market is the whole world. So, we have to build
up the reputation, by our innovation, R&D, ingenuity, and that means leapfrogging. We do not
have to reinvent the wheel. And we may even tap
on our vast experts all over the world. NRB (NonResident Bangladeshis). We can even go in
WARP speed by bypassing some of the wrong

stages that the westerners took and brought about
Climate Change. We sidestep the bad patches
and go full speed green. Catch the Band Wagon
of the 4th Industrial revolution. This means we
must be putting forward the appeal of Ecofriendly Industrialization. And strength is the
youngsters coming of age. However, the Demographic Dividend would be a small window of 20
to 30 years as we are coming to a halt in our Population Growth Rate. {2.1%}

The initial start-up has to be with a partnership.
It comes free from nothing. Every asset acquisition and procurement need to be connected with
offsets and counterbalances. (Like Indonesia). It
could be joint ventures. But the bottom line is to
have deals that bring in the know-how and the
technologies, not by force, but by and because it
would be beneficial for those coming. Win-win.
The companies coming could make products
competitive and by readily available skilled and
semi-skilled workforce generated by the synergistic
effect of working together between the Education
Institutions and the Industries and now the military. A bigger dimension of PPP. What we
should do, we need to project and point out the
possibilities. How? by branding, by advertising, by 
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expositions and exhibitions.

Post-COVID World Scenario. US China-bashing
has increased, the specter of conflict heightened
by the Jewish settlement renewals. The India
China media debate goes on and the increasing
dominance of China is prominent in Africa and
the rest of the third world. China has developed
an Aircraft Carrier and exercising its might where
needed. Russia adds with the flexing of military
might also by steaming through the English channel. Thus many western investors who went to
China now desire to go somewhere else. Moreover, they understand the Chinese market will
eventually shrink due to the aging population.
Laos, Vietnam Cambodia is catching up. Why
not us. The world is moving more to e-business
and BLOCKCHAIN. Negative Interest Rate NIR
is setting in. A new world order of economic parity and a more humane green regime may be in
the offing. We only need to go and venture
boldly.

Points to Ponder on Vision 2041 and Delta Plan.
Our Honorable PM's Vision 2041 envisages that
we will be a developed country. As we have already attained the criteria to graduate from LDC
to a middle-income developing country status, we
feel elated. However, our leaning on the Agro sector and services sector added with enhanced remittance flow alone will not be sufficient to take
us there. We would need Industrialization. (In
2019, the writer was talking to Mahatir Muhammad where he emphasized and said so). Offcourse it has to be eco-friendly. And what else
could be more value-added than Aerospace related products and services? Today, a big chunk
of the aviation travel market is taken away by outside airlines; our fleet goes abroad to perform routine maintenance. We could with little skill in a
negotiation get into the business of MRO (maintenance repair organization) in our country. And
with the marketing of branded world-class avia-

tion companies, we should be able to be competitive as well as look after our requirements which
are very less now. To be a Connectivity Hub, we
need to expand our Flag Carrier. The input in the
national carrier would be a greater output in
branding Bangladesh. That Branding will get
other products a larger share of the market. From
low-end products, we need to transit to high-end
value-added products. This is more important as
we do not have minerals or oil. Remittance could
take us up to a certain point from where we have
to step into the world of our innovations through
extensive R&D and building up a society of
learned skilled people. The learning and the degree should be merged with the needs of the industries. Synergy should be developed through
Public-Private Partnership (PPP).

We only recently have been able to put up our
satellite, though back in 1974 Banghabandhu established Betbunia ground station. SPARCO
does not have a space program to help in shaping
and modifying our DELTA PLAN. It has to have
a spatial orientation and the outlook needs to be
in detail as to how we derive maximum benefit
from space research and exploration in 2100.

Only by imitation, integration, and introduction
of new products, we may not be able to attain the
lofty goals of 2041. One option to leap is to
THINK BIG and add our innovation and ingenuity. By technological developments, inventions,
and by getting Patented Intellectual Property
Rights, we are likely to reach our potentials better
and become a nation driven by technical skills
and empathy. Build a nation, happy and with an
understanding of people's emotions and pain.
Above all a prosperous and a HUMANE
Bangladesh.

Masihuzzaman Serniabat, BBP, OSP, ndu, psc is
Air Chief Marshal (LPR), Bangladesh Air Force.
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Rohingya Refugee Crisis:
Putting the pieces of
the puzzle together
Lieutenant General Md Mahfuzur Rahman (LPR)
Rohingya refugees
helping each other
after cross the
Bangladesh-Myanmar border after
fleeing the Myanmar
military’s
atrocities. Photo:
Mohammad Ponir
Hossain/Reuters

One of the most
puzzling questions that has yet to be answered is,
how did the Myanmar Army get away with such
large scale atrocities against the Rohingya? To solve
this conundrum, one needs to go back to the military's deliberate and planned strategy that led to
the horrific clampdown that forced thousands of
Rohingya to flee the place they called home.

The dominant elite in Myanmar's polity share the
belief that the Rohingya are recent migrants, and
therefore, are not part of Myanmar's ethnic citizenry. The majority population is therefore hos-

tile towards them. They are seen as a community
that has a high fertility rate and are resented for
intermarrying with ethnic locals. An accepted
narrative is that the presence of the Rohingya will
result in large scale Islamisation from the west
border. Such notions have shaped the collective
perception of Rohingyas being a security threat
that justifies military operations to "free Myanmar" of them.

In 2011, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing took
over as Chief of Defence, Myanmar. In one of his
strategic directives, he categorically mentioned,
"We have an unfinished job". Following his
takeover, hate speech against the Rohingya increased. Myanmar's media started demonising the
Rohingya and building aggressive public opinion
against them, saying that they were Bengalis who
had migrated to Rakhine state in the recent past.
Some Buddhist militant monks, under the leadership of Ashin Wirathu and the 969 (Anti-Muslim) movement, rekindled the issue by professing
that in the future, there will be Islamisation in 
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Myanmar from the west (Rakhine/Bangladesh).

billion dollar oil pipeline project in Rakhine was
In 2014, a group of our senior officers from under construction and completed in 2014-2015
Bangladesh was attending a strategic level inter- awaiting commission.
national course in Beijing, and in one of the dis- In 2016, in the name of a "clearing operation" in
cussions, a very senior Chinese General asked the hills of Rakhine, Myanmar Security Forces
one of our officers about the importance of the carried out atrocities on Rohingya civilians, and
Rohingya in Bangladesh's domestic politics. If around 90,000 Rohingya refugees took shelter in
there is a situation, was Bangladesh serious Bangladesh. As I understand, this was a prelimienough to go into armed conflict with neigh- nary operation to observe the reaction and study
bours on the Rohingya issue? (We know the an- the pulse of world bodies, and especially
swers to both these questions).
Bangladesh.
In 2013-14, the Myanmar-China gas pipeline was In April 2017, two Myanmar senior generals came
commissioned from Kyaukphyu (Sittwe-Rohingya to Dhaka for a discussion with their defence wing
dominated area in Rakhine) to Kunming at their embassy in Dhaka. They kept it low key.
(China). China has spent billions of dollars for
this project. Energy is the "Centre of Gravity" for In May 2017, the oil pipeline—the more imporChina, so energy security is very important for the tant of the two pipelines—was commissioned
rising state (there was a similar situation in (running parallel to the gas pipeline). In July
Yadana Gas Pipeline from offshore of Myanmar 2017, information of a military build-up in
in the south overland to Thailand. In that Rakhine state was coming to our intelligence
episode, thousands of Karen were tortured and community. Bangladesh's security concern was exexpelled by the Myanmar military from around pressed to Myanmar. Myanmar's government was
the gas pipeline site—they were either internally also reminded of the 2016 incident during which,
displaced or took shelter in refugee camps in in the name of clearing operations, Rohingya
Thailand). Along with the gas pipeline, a multi- civilians were targeted and there was an influx of 
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refugees
into
Bangladesh.
However, in the
second week of
August 2017, it
was confirmed
from the Myanmar counterpart
that there would
be a security
forces operation
on the Mayu
Range against dissident groups and
insurgents. It was
China's pipeline project brings 24-hour electricity supply to Myanmar. - Global Times
also mentioned
that it had nothing to do with civilians and there would be no called ARSA attack.
repetition of the 2016 situation.
Firstly, why did ARSA wait to attack Myanmar SeIn June 2017 and July 2017, Senior General Min
Aung Hlaing visited Russia and India respectively,
meeting with strategic leaders and holding discussions on various issues.

curity Forces' camps till their full build-up had
been completed?

Secondly, why did ARSA launch its attack against
well equipped regular forces' positions with maThe Myanmar military build-up was completed chetes and locally made guns (ARSA weapons
by the third week of August 2017. The Kofi were exhibited by Myanmar Security Forces in the
Annan Commission Report was published on media)?
August 24, 2017. A number of issues related to Thirdly, Myanmar claimed they had a number of
the Rohingya were addressed in the report. It in- casualties. However, it was never followed by milcluded how the Rohingyas were waiting for itary funerals. The media did not cover such
decades for their civil and political rights to be
events in Myanmar at the time (in April 2021, the
recognised. Despite this positive development,
media covered a customary military funeral cereMyanmar claimed that the Arakan Rohingya Salmony of casualties from the Myanmar Security
vation Army (ARSA) carried out attacks on over
Forces inflicted by a Karen group in the Thailand
30 security forces camps simultaneously in the
border).
early morning of August 25, 2017, where some
members of the security forces were killed. Fol- Fourthly, ARSA conducted attacks very early in
lowing this, Myanmar Forces, who were already the morning of August 25, 2017, and the Myanconcentrated there, carried out massive "ethnic mar military conducted their large scale coordicleansing" campaigns against Rohingya civilians nated operation in the same morning of August
in the name of operations against Islamist terror- 25, 2017 (in the military, we understand such a
ists. There are four issues that arise from this so- large scale operation takes quite some time for 
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planning, preparation and logistics build-up).
After this so-called ARSA attack on the morning
of August 25, Myanmar was very quick to come
on record saying, "Since, the situation is unstable
in Rakhine, so Kofi Annan Report cannot be materialised now". At the same time, they convened
a national committee to prepare their own report.

In the first week of September 2017, Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi visited Myanmar. He appreciated Myanmar for measures taken towards
peace and national reconciliation, and also expressed concern about the various incidents of
terrorism and extremism-inspired violence.

In November 2017, Senior General Min Aung
Hlaing visited China. During discussions with
President Xi Jinping, the General thanked China
for standing at the forefront of Myanmar's side
on the Rakhine issue (Rohingya issue).

that when the dusts settle down in Myanmar and
the junta is stable, the remaining Rohingya (may
be 400,000 to 600,000) in Myanmar, especially
in Rakhine State, shall be expelled in due course.

So what can Bangladesh do to prevent this? At the
outset, we need to remember that we are dealing
with a very smart and cunning set of professionals,
and an organisation like the Tatmadaw (Myanmar
Armed Forces). We cannot treat the Rohingya
issue as a routine matter. We need to activate unified political, economic, diplomatic and military
lines of operation to prevent the junta from expelling the rest of the Rohingya population.

Being a student of Security Studies and a follower
of the Structural Realism school of thought, I understand that the international system is quite anarchic, and it is imprudent to entrust one's
security in others. From that perspective, here I
would like to discuss only a part of the preventive
military line of operation. We need to develop a
credible deterrence force, with appropriate punitive power to deter potential threats. When we say
a credible deterrence force, besides other things,
some of the equipment used should be more effective than that of the potential adversary. I want
to end by citing Singapore's example. When President Lee Kuan Yew was developing Singapore,
his number one agenda was "stability, development, economic emancipation and better life for
people". Same as ours. However, Lee Kuan was
also developing a credible deterrence through the
armed forces. People questioned Lee Kuan's strategy as being contradictory for a small developing
country like Singapore. Lee Kuan answered, "If
we have a credible deterrence force, we would be
left alone, and if we are left alone, then we can
go ahead with our number one agenda." In August 2017, we (Bangladesh) were not left alone.

These developments are important for understanding the situation and also to fathom what is
coming next. Senior General Min Aung Hlaing
in May 2021 reiterated in an international media
interview that there is no option of taking back
the Rohingya. Meanwhile, we are also hearing
from the NLD (Aung San Suu Kyi's party) led
Unity Government (UG) that once democracy is
restored and they are back to power, they are willing to absorb the Rohingya into their society, and
even take legal actions with regard to the atrocities committed against Rohingyas. This is a positive gesture, but we have to remember, the UG is
offering this under the present circumstances and
in exchange of support from Muslim countries,
as well as the secular communities of the world.
We also need to remember who is calling the
shots in Myanmar. As long as the two permanent
members of the UN Security Council support the
junta in Myanmar, they are going to continue
there. Bashar al-Assad in Syria is a case in point.
In the foreseeable future, it will not be surprising Md Mahfuzur Rahman is Lieutenant General (LPR).
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Transnational Threat:
Bangladesh Perspective
General Aziz Ahmed
Money Laundering

“In Bangladesh,
money laundering
is defined under
Section 2(v) of the
Money Laundering
Prevention Act no
5 of 2012 that says
money laundering
is the process by
which proceeds
from a criminal activity are disguised to conceal their illicit origins
to legitimize the ill-gotten gains or wealth”.
Money laundering is now a grave concern for
Bangladesh due to its potentially devastating economic, security, and social consequences. “The
Government of Bangladesh promulgated the
Money Laundering Prevention Act, 2002 with
subsequent amendments in 2008 and 2012 to
meet emerging international standards. The main
objective of the 2012 Act is to tackle illegal money
transfer to different countries. To exercise the
powers, and perform the duties, vested in
Bangladesh Bank, a separate unit named
Bangladesh Financial Intelligence Unit (BFIU)

has been established within Bangladesh Bank”
(Bangladesh Money Laundering Prevention Act
2012).

The actual figure of money laundered from
Bangladesh is difficult to ascertain, and it varies
amongst sources. Swiss National Bank Report
says “the money laundered from Bangladesh in
Swiss Bank amounts 4,064 crores in 2017, Tk.
5,575 crores in 2016 and Tk. 4,423 crores in
2015” (Swiss National Bank Report, 2017). BFIU
says “the magnitude (in monetary terms) of
money laundering has not yet been estimated so
far by any Bangladeshi institutions. However, the
United Nations of Office on Drug and Crime
(UNODC) has estimated corruption worth in
Bangladesh around 3% of its GDP (the current
GDP of Bangladesh is $347.991 billion as per
World Bank data). Another international institution, Global Financial Integrity (GFI) claims
that around 55 billion USD siphoned off from
Bangladesh in the last decade. The GFI also
claims that 83% of such assets siphoned from
Bangladesh in the disguise of Trade Payments, i.e.
Trade-Based Money Laundering. In their 2019
Report, the GFI claimed that 5.9 billion USD siphoned out of Bangladesh.
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BGB-BSF exchange sweets on Independence Day.


The Bangladesh Financial Intelligence Unit
(BFIU) analysis reveals that GFI 2019 report used
two sets of data; one in Comtrade Data ( A UN
data source) and another Dots Based Data (IMF
data) and identified two separate results in the
same 2019 report for Bangladesh. In 2019 report,
using Comtrade data, reveals that net 3.5 billion
USD siphoned off from Bangladesh. However,
the same report, using Dots based data, reveals
that there had been a net 11 billion USD inflow
to Bangladesh. Therefore, the reverse results in
the same report also questioned the assessment
methodology of GFI. That is why BFIU does not
agree with the GFI report” (Interview: Head of

BFIU). On the other hand, the seized amount of
money by BGB from 2016-2019 is shown below
in table 3.4. This does not include the large
amount of money laundered through the net
banking system and also does not portray the
magnitude of physical laundering across the border but only depicts the part of the laundered
money that is identified and seized.

There are two kinds of laundering in Bangladesh
or more or less around the world. One is laundering by the elite corrupt segment of the society in
foreign banks. The other is a transaction by laundering for tax evasion or conducting organized
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crime. Laundering offers a covert avenue for smugglers, drug and illegal arms traffickers, terrorists,
and other TOC groups to make hidden financial
transactions required for conducting organized
crime. This also facilitates a corrupt segment of public officials, law enforcing agencies, and others in
the country for carrying out a monetary transaction
to maintain the nexus and links with TOC groups.

developed a culture of earning illegal money
through various forms of corruption. Use of authority, influence, and positional capacity in exchange for bribes or financial benefits is
widespread in the country. This segment of the society earns a huge amount of illegal money continuously throughout their political, professional, or
business life. Consequently, they need to adopt
this money laundering crime to legalize their illegal
Negative impacts of money laundering are multi- income. Apart from money laundering trends of
faceted in Bangladesh. It adversely affects the col- other financial crimes in vogue in Bangladesh are:
lection of government revenue. It deprives the a. “Corruption abuse of public power or position
government of its due revenues. Money launderfor personal/group financial gain”.
ing diminishes government tax revenue which
leads to misallocation of resources and transfers b. “Tax evasion remaining outside the tax net,
economic power from the market, government, nondisclosure of actual income, non-payment of
and citizens to criminals. Due to real laundering, income tax, underhand agreements with the tax
entrepreneurs operate on loss which distorts the authority, gross abuse of the tax holiday proviprice stability and reduces the private sector in- sions, etc.”
vestment across the economy. It increases the govc. “Loan defaulting, Intentional defaulting, siernment development cost as well as capital flight
phoning of money from the authorized ventures
from the country. Corruption and crime increase
which creates instability in the law and order sit- for which the loan was taken, etc.”
uation. The image of the country and its financial d. “Regular fraud, pyramid savings schemes, misinstitutions will also be challenged.
leading overseas job seekers, etc.”

There are several factors or reasons why money
laundering is high in Bangladesh. “The main vulnerability for money laundering in Bangladesh remains the use of the underground hawala or
hundi system, used to transfer money and valuables outside of the formal banking system. A segment of wage-earner expatriates uses the
unofficial channel of Hundi to remit money back
home. Hundi is also a popular mode for fund
transfers to organized crime and terrorists. It is
reported that every year huge amounts of funds
are raised in the Gulf countries in the name of
charitable organizations and the fundraiser, often
sympathizers to terror groups, have recourse to
money laundering for bringing the funds to
Bangladesh” (Zohair 2017).
The corrupt segment in political-business or public
and private sector is substantial. This segment has

Illegal Trade of Arms and Ammunition

“Bangladesh is now increasingly being used as a
transit route by transnational crime network, terrorist and insurgent outfits for smuggling
weapons. Smuggling or trafficking of arms/ammunition started in Bangladesh in the 70s when
ultra-revolutionists of the communist parties were
procuring arms secretly” (Newsdawan 2011). Intelligence agencies report that illegal arms enter
into Bangladesh through 48 points around the
bordering areas (Newsdawan 2011). Ramu, Moheshkhali, Inani, Fasiakhali, Anwara, and
Shikalbaha are the most prominent points. Intelligence source further reveals that emerging Char
islands are being widely used presently for the
transportation of illegal small arms. However,
area wise entry points of arms trafficking here are 
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as follows (Newsdawan 2011):

a. Western Entry Points: Rajshahi, Dinajpur,
Chuadanga, Kushtia, Meherpur, Doulatpur.

b. Eastern/South-Eastern Entry Points: Jointa in
Habiganj, Chatak, Akhaura, Bibir Bazar, Chouddogram, Beloniya, Patiya, Srimangal, Kamalganj.

c. South-Eastern Entry Points: Teknaf, Ramu,
Patiya, CHT, Khagrachari, Cox’s Bazar, Moheshkhali, Inani, Anwara, Shikalbaha.

d. Northern Entry Points: Tetuliya, JhinaigatiSherpur, Haluaghat, Netrokona.

e. Southern Entry Points: Sundarban, Kaikhali,
Swandeep, Shatkhira.

“The illegal firearms being trafficked through
Bangladesh are mostly made in China, the USA,
the Czech Republic, and India. They include
eight-shooter guns, sawn-off rifles, light machine
guns, pistols and Indian-made arms like pipe
guns, one-shooter guns and revolvers, etc.” (SA
Terrorism Portal, 2017). Trafficking channel also
exists from Pakistan, Afghanistan, and few
ASEAN countries. The regional channel and
routes of arms trafficking route in and through
Bangladesh are shown below in figure 2.8:

Source: https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/164374/Issue%208.pdf

Figure 2.8: Arms Trafficking Routes through
Bangladesh.

“The traffickers adopt various operational strategies to avoid detection. They often dismantle or
knock down the arms into small parts that are assembled later and dispatched to the sales point”
(Islam 2017). “According to a report published by
the Bangladesh Development Partnership Center
(BDPC), at least 40,000 illegal and 25,000 licensed guns are used across the country for criminal activities”. Table 2.5 below shows the types
and numbers/amounts of arms and explosives recovered by BGB from 2015 to 2019.

Human Trafficking

Human trafficking is a crime against humanity.
Bangladesh grew as one of the worst sufferers of
this trend. Bangladesh is not only one of the
source countries but also used as transit points
for human trafficking. The UN Protocol defines
trafficking as follows: “Trafficking in persons
shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, using the
threat or use of force or other forms of coercion,
of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse
power or of a position of vulnerability or of the
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control
over another person for exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms
of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services,
slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or
the removal of organ” (UNODC on Human Trafficking 2010).

Human Trafficking in Bangladesh has grown to
be a lucrative TOC. Trends of human trafficking
here can be traced back to the ’50s when child
trafficking to Middle East countries spread for use
as ‘jockey’ in a camel race. However, over time,
this criminal business has taken an acute state in
Bangladesh. “Every year, mostly women and children are trafficked predominantly in India, Pakistan, and the Middle East countries. Bangladesh 
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is now a major trafficking hub linking South Asia
to the Gulf region through Dhaka –MumbaiKarachi- Dubai as the primary route of trafficking. Human traffickers use 20 transit points
located in 16 districts to smuggle people from
Bangladesh to India” (Corraya 2015). Trafficking
from Bangladesh to South-East Asian countries
using water routes is although a new trafficking

channel but getting crowded day by day. Teknaf,
Ukhiya, Cox’s Bazar, Moheshkhali are a few of
the transit points of this traffic route. Table 3.6
below shows the statistics of human trafficking in
Bangladesh from 2015 to 2019.

“The high profit, as well as the low penalty nature
of human trafficking business, has made it more
attractive to traffickers (criminal gangs) and as
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well as very large-scale organized crime in
Bangladesh” (Chowdhury 2003). “From several
studies, it has been found that within, last thirty
years, over 1 million children and women were
smuggled out of the country. The current
UNICEF report reveals that around 400 children
and women are trafficked in each month” (Shuvendu 2015).

the uneducated mass. Gender discrimination is
also a prime factor. Females are still taken away
from education at an early stage and are also marginalized in the work or job market. Education
and the jobless unattended female segment of the
poverty-stricken areas fall easy prey to human traffickers. Lack of accountability of the recruiting
agencies is also contributory to human trafficking. A significant number of laborers from
Bangladesh go outside every year, particularly in
the Middle East, Malaysia, and Singapore. However, there is a lack of accountability of the recruiting agency and recruiting process in the
country that also augments the trafficking business here. Above all are the weak administrative
and legal steps to enforce strict measures against
human trafficking. Due to inherent weaknesses,
corruption, and weak administrative culture,
strict punitive measures against human traffickers
are absent in Bangladesh that helps the rapid
spread of human trafficking.

The high rate of unemployment is another dominating factor contributing to human trafficking
in Bangladesh. “The unemployment rate is 4.30
percent with an average salary of $60 a month”
(The Borgen Project 2019). The high rate of unemployment pushes people in Bangladesh to be
affected by an organized chain of human trafficking in two ways. “First; due to limited jobs and resources, one can easily become deceived into
becoming a human trafficking victim because
they are desperate to obtain a job in any way. Second; lack of employment and opportunities
mainly in rural areas pushes the unemployed segment of the society to be involved in this trafficking chain who works as a local agent and
collaborators for the traffickers”. Illiteracy and
lack of awareness about the suitable opportunities
abroad and the objective of the tracking chain
also offer wider scope for the traffickers to elude

Bangladesh is now a commonly used transit point
and route for drug and narcotics trafficking. The
proximity of global drug-producing zones, porous
border, socio-economic, and cultural factors collectively contribute to the menace of drug trafficking in and through Bangladesh. “Drug trafficking
mainly of heroin, hashish, opium, phensidyl,
pethidine, or other psychotropic substances like
Yaba or methamphetamines and precursor chemicals like acetic anhydride- poses a real challenge
to the nation. The Yaba has grown to be a priority
concern in Bangladesh. Its consumption has spiraled 2500 percent by 2017 in comparison to
2011” (BDNC Report 2017). The statistics of
yearly seized drugs and narcotics by BGB are
shown in table 2.7 below.

Several factors facilitate human trafficking in
Bangladesh either as a victim or route of transit.
The geographical factor is one of the significant
issues. Being located between the Gulf region and
South-East Asian countries, it provides a suitable
place for linking human trafficking on both sides.
Poverty is, a prime factor contributing to human
trafficking here. “There are 27 million in
Bangladesh facing extreme poverty and 31 percent living in chronic poverty in less developed
areas” (The Borgen Project 2019). The poor socioeconomic condition mainly in the rural areas induces people to migrate to other parts of the
world for a job and better life, thus, make them
easy prey to the traffickers.
Drug Trafficking

There are several reasons why drug smuggling is
high in Bangladesh. People of Bangladesh have a 
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historical and cultural link to drug abuse from early
age. Opium was taken by elite society and dynasties
in the Bengal region during the era of kings and
emperors. Betel leaf and associated products had
been a common addiction amongst grass root level
people all around the country since civilization.
People still bear the legacy of this drug abuse in the
culture, which is diversified with modern drug stuff.

The vulnerability of Bangladesh to drug trafficking and use is enhanced by its geographical location and porous border. Geographically

Bangladesh located in-between ‘Golden Triangle
(Thailand, Laos, Myanmar)’ and ‘Golden Crescent (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran)’– the two
largest drug-producing and trafficking zone in the
world. Dense drug-producing areas of South East
Asian countries are also closer to Bangladesh, as
shown in the map below figure 2.9. The proximity of such a global drug producing zone made the
drugs widely available to the traffickers to smuggle
in and traffic through.
Along with the availability of drugs, the porosity
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of the Bangladesh border all along the boundary
further strengthens the scope of drug smuggling
here. Entry points are too many to be effectively
checked by border security forces and law enforcing agencies. Even closure of the points in one
area offers an easy option for the smugglers to
shift the route to another part of the border. Such
wider entry options offered by the porosity of
Bangladesh’s border are contributory for organized criminals for drug smuggling. Below in table
3.8 are the locations of different major drug
smuggling entry points around the bordering
areas of Bangladesh from neighboring countries.

of the society. On the other hand, this also forces
the vulnerable segment of society to live on drug
smuggling and selling.

Poor administration and weak law enforcement
against drug smuggling is also a major contributing
factor. There are reports of a corrupted segment in
the administration and law enforcing agency that
has formed a sustainable nexus with drug smuggler
who complements each other. Often they are
under the shadow of white-collar criminals and political or influential Godfathers who can influence
government machinery and even the judiciary. So
traffickers are conducting drug trafficking in the
“Bangladesh is linked and connected by air, sea, country without much fear. Such an environment
and road communication with almost all the major of impunity helped the steady the growth of drug
drug-producing countries of this region. This has trafficking in Bangladesh.
placed Bangladesh at a critical geographical crossroad for illicit drugs from Myanmar, India, Pak- Terrorism and Religious Militancy
istan, and Nepal. Encircled by India on three sides,
Bangladesh became a ‘launching pad’ for illicit Although terrorism and transnational crime differ
drugs both from India and drug-producing coun- in the objective, both complement with each other
tries beyond its border” (Razidur 2014). With its in many contexts. Terrorists and Transnational
easy land, sea, and air access, Bangladesh has also Crime Groups co-operate each other to pursue
their objectives. Many terrorist groups exploit
become a major transit point for drug trafficking.
transnational crimes for their financial support
Poor socio-economic condition, lack of employ- while transnational criminal gangs take the supment and opportunities, on the one hand, in- port of terrorists when they need to use violence
creases drug abuse amongst a frustrated segment to secure their criminal activities. “Bangladesh is
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affected by terrorism and religious
militancy for a
long. Both have
caused
severe
damage to the
moderate image
of the nation.
Terrorism, amid
its lethal manifestation, has generated insecurity
and instability
within the state
and society.

Several Islamist
Militant Groups and their offshoots have sprung
up in the country over the last two decades.
Harkat-ul-Jehad-al-Islami Bangladesh (HuJI-B),
Jamaatul Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB), Jagrata
Muslim Janata Bangladesh (JMJB), Hizbut
Touhid, Islami Samaj, Hizb-ut Tahrir, and Allar
Dal are under the radar of the law enforcement
agencies of the country” (Raman 2014). Of worst
concern is that these terrorist and militant entities
are interlinked and work in collaboration with
other transnational/international terrorist groups.

Virtual Ingress and Cyber Crimes

“Criminal offenses committed against or with the
help of computer networks is cybercrime. It is an
offense against the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of computer data and systems. The
computer may have been used in the commission
of a crime, or it may be the target. Extremist
groups train their workers for future cyber warfare. Extremist organizations also use the Internet
to target their audiences without depending on
overt mechanisms” (UNODC on Computer related Offences 2018).

Bangladesh could not yet strictly enforce its newly
promulgated Cyber Law. This allows Cybercriminals to easily conduct Cyber Crimes in
Bangladesh. Various online communication links
and apps like Facebook, Viber, What’s Apps,
Telegram, Signals, and many more are widely
used by the people of Bangladesh. The trend is
on the sharp rise every day. No doubt these have
a positive role in social communication, but their
use for criminal purposes is also on the rise.

Information technology is the most remarkable
achievement of this century. Information technology facilitates people around the globe to establish and maintain real-time contact. This new
space, called “cyberspace”, is no less real than geographic space. This cyberspace has connected
people based on education, taste, cause, and culture, ignoring geographical proximity. “Unfortunately, Cyberspace and communities have also
paved the way for easy and quick virtual ingress General Aziz Ahmed, BSP, BGBM, PBGM,
of non-traditional threats targeted to exploit fault BGBMS, psc, G, Ph.D, former Chief of Army
Staff, Bangladesh Army.
lines and vulnerabilities” (Eric 2020).
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“Wealth is not a friend,
but a friend is wealth”:
Ambassador Li Jiming
Rabb Majumder
A seasoned diplomat, prolific writer, and columnist Ambassador Li Jiming
has been serving as the Chinese Ambassador to Bangladesh since 2019.
The Ambassador has been writing a series of articles in different dailies
and weeklies on many issues like good governance, technology, environment, historical aspects, cyber-security, terrorism, racism, china's position
on the role of the United Nations in international affairs and multilateralism
and china's contribution to the world peace and development. A down-toearth accessible to the people, suave and soft-spoken Ambassador was born
in Baoshan, Yunnan province of China. He has worked in many countries
in different categories. He has dealt at length on the bilateral relationship
between China and Bangladesh with The Security World.

I

n regards to current relations between
Bangladesh and China, the Ambassador
stated that since diplomatic relations established nearly half a century ago, the two countries
have always treated each other as genuine and
trusted friends. When President Xi Jinping held
talks with Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina during
his state visit to Bangladesh in 2016, the two lead-

ers agreed to upgrade China-Bangladesh relations
to Strategic Partnership of Cooperation.

This year, mutual trust between the two countries
has been further deepened. President Xi and
Prime Minister Hasina exchanged video messages
on important occasions, such as Bangabandhu’s
birth centenary and 50th independence anniver- 
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sary of Bangladesh, and the centennial commemoration of the Communist Party of China. The
Honorable President Mr. Md. Abdul Hamid met
with China’s Defense Minister General Wei
Fenghe who came to visit Bangladesh in spite of
the severe pandemic. Our Foreign Ministers Mr.
Wang Yi and Dr. AK Abdul Momen have been
keeping close interaction by means of in-person
meetings, phone calls and letters.

The fight against the COVID-19 pandemic brings
about new opportunity to strengthen our bilateral
relations. When China suffered from the first
strike of pandemic early last year, Bangladesh lent
its support to China without hesitation. China
cherishes this cordial friendship and expresses its
gratitude in action.

By far, China has provided anti-pandemic aid to
Bangladesh in terms of sending medical supplies
and vaccines as gifts, dispatching medical personnel, facilitating commercial procurement of vaccines, and most importantly, localizing production
of Sinopharm vaccines. As far as I am informed,
about 248 lakh doses of Sinopharm vaccines have
arrived in Bangladesh. According to statistics by
the Bangladeshi Government, Sinopharm vaccines champion among all brands of vaccines
available in terms of inoculation centers.

The two countries also join hands tightly in the
fight against the pandemic at regional levels. In
April, foreign ministers of China, Bangladesh,
Afghanistan, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka
jointly held a video conference on COVID-19 initiated by China. On this occasion, the six countries agreed to set up a China-South Asia
emergency supplies reserve, and a poverty reduction and development cooperation center, and
holding a forum on rural e-commerce poverty reduction cooperation. We also offer mutual support on global issues such as origins-tracing of

Ambassador Li Jiming
SARS-CoV-2 and equal access to vaccines.

The China-Bangladesh economic relationship
serves as both the ballast and the propeller of the
overall bilateral relationship. In July 2020, China
started to offer zero-tariff treatment to 97 percent
of Bangladesh’s export products to China. The
two countries have overcome the impact of the
pandemic to advance their cooperation projects
under the BRI, such as the Padma Bridge and a
multi-lane road tunnel under the Kanaphuli
River. The first 660 megawatt unit 1 of the coalfired Payra Power Plant has been completed and
approved for operation in May 2020. In the past
few months, I have witnessed progresses on several projects with Chinese companies participating in, such as the extension of runway at Cox’s
Bazar Airport and the expansion and strengthening of power system network under DPDC area.

In defense areas, except for the visit by the Defense Minister, the People’s Liberation Army of
China also provided vaccines and other medical
items as gift to the Armed Forces of Bangladesh 
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to ensure combat capability of the latter. The two Bangladesh have worked together to fight the
sides keep close defense communication through pandemic and resume production. Remarkable
progress has been made in pandemic prevention
online and offline channels.
On scientific cooperation, the promotion of Chi- and control, vaccine cooperation, economic renese hybrid rice in Bangladesh has contributed covery and people’s well-being.
to the increase in food production in Bangladesh.
It touches my heart that our Bangladeshi friends
held solemn ceremonies in memory of the deceased Academician Mr Yuan Longping.

In respect of cultural exchange, what interests the
kids most would be Shan Mao & Jimmy’s Magic
Puzzle, a Chinese cartoon in Bangla recently
broadcast on-air in RTV Panda Theater.

I am very glad to see the COVID-19 pandemic
waning and economy reopening across
Bangladesh. While keeping full alert to potential
new wave of outbreaks, we shall focus on futureoriented and sustainable areas in light of
Bangladesh’s coming graduation from LDC, such
as diversification of industries, digital economy,
blue economy and response to climate change.

As President Xi says, the Chinese Dream of national rejuvenation and the dream of Sonar
Bangla are interconnected. I see the two countries
and two peoples as genuine friends, close partners, and companions on the way to a shared vision of prosperity. With joint efforts, our
common dreams will definitely come true.

In terms of trade, China remains Bangladesh’s
largest trading partner. A large number of goods
imported from China are still the raw materials
for Bangladeshi enterprises, especially textile enterprises. In terms of investment, China-invested
projects in Bangladesh are under normal construction, among which some have been completed
and put into commercial operation, such as the
Payra Power Plant project. It shows that the enthusiasm of Chinese enterprises to participate in
Bangladesh’s economic and social development
has not subsided due to the impact of COVID-19.
On the contrary, they have been working hard to
make new breakthroughs, new highlights and new
features of economic and trade cooperation under
the COVID-19 pandemic.

As for G-to-G cooperation, China has not only provided Bangladesh with three batches of COVID19 vaccines for free, but also carried out vaccine
production cooperation to ensure Bangladeshi
People of faster and better access to vaccines from
China. China has also provided a large amount of
medical equipment to Bangladesh, including ventilators, masks and PPE. Meanwhile, a series of
major infrastructure projects are in full swing. Despite the impact of COVID-19, the Padma Bridge
Project, the Padma Railway Link project and the
Tunnel under the Kanaphuri River have all kept
on working despite the pandemic, thanks to the
joint efforts of the two governments.

On the question of Bangladesh-China economic
relations amid the Covid-19 pandemic and pre
Covid-19 periods, the Ambassador mentioned
that, China and Bangladesh have maintained frequent economic and trade exchanges and
achieved remarkable economic and trade outcomes. In Particular, President Xi’s successful visit
to Bangladesh in 2016 laid a solid foundation for Looking ahead, by expanding Chinese producfurther deepening economic and trade coopera- tion and vaccination of Chinese vaccines in
tion between the two countries.
Bangladesh, Bangladesh’s economy and society
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, China and will be more resilient against the pandemic, the 
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Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina and Chinese President Xi Jinping.


economic and trade ties between China and
Bangladesh will be tighter, and economic and
trade exchanges between the two countries will
be deeper and broader.

Replying a question on investment opportunities
the Ambassad told The Security World that the
vitality and huge potential of Bangladesh’s economy are attracting more and more Chinese investors to the country, ranging from manufacture
industry to infrastructure area, in particular
power and transportation sectors. Chinese investors have also engaged in the fields of finance,
such as mobile payment and stock exchange. As
a good neighbor, good friend and good partner
of Bangladesh, China sees the high growth potential of Bangladesh in the future. Maintaining such
growth requires timely development of infrastructure and further improvement of the investment

environment. China will continue to promote
the infrastructure in the region, while more and
more Chinese investors will sincerely participate
in the economic development of Bangladesh. At
the same time, on economic and technological
cooperation, China and Bangladesh have infinite
potential to explore cooperation on ICT, response to climate change, poverty reduction, public health, blue economy, etc.

The Ambassador on the contentions issue of Rohingyas informed that Bangladesh’s Rohingya issue
will it be a threat to regional and international security. The Rohingya issue is a bilateral issue between Bangladesh and Myanmar, which can find
its roots in colonial history, religious discord and
ethnic conflicts. Serving its own interests, Britain
adopted the “divide and rule” policy when it controlled the Indian subcontinent, creating deep con- 
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frontations between different religions and ethnic
groups in today’s Rakhine State. When Britain
withdrew from Asia, this problem was left behind
and even exacerbated on purpose, just like the one
between Pakistan and India. Today, the Rohingya
issue becomes increasingly non-negligible in
Bangladesh-Myanmar relations, and is widely considered as one of the long-standing regional and
international hotspot issues.

demonstrates the strong determination of China
to uphold peace and stability and to promote development and prosperity in this region.

has always held that the issue should be resolved
peacefully through bilateral negotiation and consultation. Pressing any one side over another has
not worked, nor will it ever do. Some countries
are trying to fish in the trouble water even if they
do not belong to this region, parties concerned
on the Rohingya issue should remain vigilant to
such intentions and actions.

Especially in September 2019, during an informal
meeting involving foreign ministers of China,
Myanmar and Bangladesh at the United Nations
(UN) headquarters in New York, the three parties
agreed to establish the Bangladesh-China-Myanmar
Joint Working Group Mechanism, which helped
to forge a platform of consultation on a working
level. Together with colleagues from Bangladesh
and Myanmar, I joined the two meetings of the
mechanism by far, which have efficiently proceeded
on the concrete implementation of repatriation-related work. Before the meetings, I have visited the 

China has been mediating between Bangladesh
and Myanmar on various occasions and through
different levels, trying its best to bring the two
countries together in finding the way out. During
his visit to Bangladesh in November 2017, Chinese Foreign Minister Mr Wang Yi proposed the
Despite its limited capacity and resources, three-phased solution to the problem, namely
Bangladesh still provides shelter to a vast number “cessation of violence, repatriation and developof the displaced people living in hardship in the set- ment”, which has been welcomed by Bangladesh.
tlement camps and longing to go home. This is an In June and September of 2018, Mr. Wang held
act of extraordinary humanitarianism. As of now, two rounds of informal meetings among China,
we have witnessed three major influxes of the dis- Bangladesh and Myanmar, during which fourplaced people from Myanmar into Bangladesh. Al- point principled common understandings were
though the two friendly neighbors were able to reached to seek proper settlement through bilatachieve consensus and solve the problem to a large eral negotiations between Bangladesh and Myanextent in the 1970s and 1990s, it was more complex mar on the basis of the three-phased solution.
and difficult this time due to the unprecedented In March and August of 2019, Mr. Sun Guoxiscale of the influx and evolving situations. If the ang, the Special Envoy of Asian Affairs of ChiRohingya issue is not addressed in a quick and nese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, visited
proper manner, it will definitely threaten peace, sta- Bangladesh twice to promote Bangladesh and
bility and prosperity in the region, even beyond.
Myanmar to further carry out cooperation in
On the Rohingya issue, the international commu- properly dealing with the issue of repatriation.
nity should play a constructive role in seeking a The three parties also held a meeting at vice fordurable solution to the Rohingya issue. China eign minister level in January 2021 to accelerate
provides good office for the two countries, and the repatriation.

The Ambassador informed that China has been
playing an active role in resolving the Rohingya
issue through consultations, making efforts on
mediating and facilitating early repatriation. It
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camps of displaced people in Cox’s Bazar for several
times, talked with them and listen to their concerns
and demands. The experience in Cox’s Bazar made
me understand the Rohingya issue involved complicated dimensions of history, ethnicity and religion, and negotiation between Bangladesh and
Myanmar is the only way forward.

toward the goal of a higher middle-income.
Bangladesh has also made marvelous progress in
various fields, such as industry, agriculture, infrastructure and food security, education, health
care, poverty reduction, climate change, etc. Such
outstanding development achievements and the
vastly improved living standards of people are a
Besides being a mediator, China also provides hu- blessing to both Bangladesh and the world. As a
manitarian aid. The Chinese government has friendly neighbor, we are truly glad. I fully believe
given 2000 tents, 3000 blankets and 20 million that, under the strong leadership of the Hon’ble
RMB worth of rice to Bangladesh and donated Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, Bangladesh would
to UNHCR to help the displaced people. Espe- achieve even greater success in the near future,
cially, a Chinese medical expert team was sent to and become a developed country by 2041.
Cox’s Bazar in October 2019, to improve the Finally, the Ambassador touched upon the city of
healthcare there.
Dhaka where he lives in.

The Ambassador recalled the Father of Nation
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on the
celebration of Bangladesh’s 50th anniversary on
behalf of the Embassy of the People’s Republic of
China in Bangladesh and in his own name, I
would like to extend my sincere congratulations
and best wishes to the Bangladeshi government
and people on this important occasion, he added.

The Ambassador further stated that fifty years ago,
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman founded the People’s Republic of
Bangladesh. Since then, Bangladesh has made remarkable achievements and great success in national construction and social development. Five
decades after, Bangladesh has become one of the
fastest-growing economies in the world, being considered as a “powerhouse” in South Asia as well
as a role-model for all other developing countries. In February 2021, Bangladesh stepped onto
a new journey as it qualified to graduate from the
Least Developed Countries. Bangladesh has uplifted itself from a low-income country to a lowermiddle income country, and is now marching

“If you ask me about my impression of Dhaka, I
would like to say three words, enthusiasm, friendliness and vitality,” the Ambassador said and
added that “I was born in Yunnan Province, and
it takes only two hours to fly here. I still remember the first day when I arrived in Dhaka as Ambassador of China in August 2019, many new
Bangladeshi friends greeted me in the airport. I
could feel their enthusiasm and warmth in heart
just as the weather in Dhaka.

The Ambassador reiterated that “Bangladeshi people are very friendly. I have made a lot of friends over
the past two years. I always instruct my colleagues
that all our works should follow the principle of
building a good and friendly bridge between our two
countries and peoples. ‘Wealth is not a friend, but
a friend is wealth’, China is willing to work with
Bangladesh in political, economic, military cultural
and many other areas. Bangladesh has been the
fastest economic growth in recent years. One
third of its population is young people, and everyone is full of energy and dreams. This city and
this country embrace infinite possibilities.” g
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Bangabandhu’s quest for
inclusive development
Dr. Atiur Rahman
Bangabandhu was
very close to the
grassroots even as a
schoolboy. A born
organizer, young
Mujib put his full
energy into the betterment of the disadvantaged. Mujib
led the volunteer
brigade and welcomed H.S. Suhrawardy to the Mission school in
Gopalganj in late 1930s. Mr. Suhrawardy was impressed by his leadership quality and began to exchange letters with him later (The Unfinished
Memoirs, p.10). This can be considered the first
stepping-stone of Mujib’s political career. And the
rest is history.

As a student leader in Kolkata, he was stunned
by the loss of life and dignity of millions of people
who had to struggle with 1943 famine. The war
mongering British rule and the greedy traders created this awful situation. But he didn’t sit idle.

Rather he fought it back with his co-workers to
run gruel kitchens to feed the hungry.

He saw similar human tragedy in 1947 when India
was divided. He rushed to Patna and Asansol to
run relief camps for the displaced people who
were victims of communal riots. He was completely shattered by the outcome of the Pakistan
movement where he too participated for a separate homeland for the Muslim majority, but for
more inclusive and democratic state with no feudal Zamindari system and, with enough provision
of human rights. The newly born Pakistan was indeed a ‘false dawn’ to him and his co-leaders.

In 1948, Sheikh Mujib joined the law department
of the University of Dhaka as a graduate student.
During this time, he made significant contributions to the initiation of the language movement,
Dawal movement (the movement against cordon
policy of the government for restricting movement of food, with huge implication for the seasonal farm laborers) and the movement of class 4
employees of Dhaka University. Sheikh Mujib
was expelled from the university as he refused to 
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plead guilty for supporting the low-paid employees. By this time Mujib was arrested a few times.
After his expulsion, Mujib decided to devote himself fully to mainstream politics. He wrote, “I was
still angry with the Muslim League leaders. What
they were doing with Pakistan was contrary to the
Pakistan I had dreamt of. … Ordinary people depended on us and would direct their questions at
us. The country had become independent: why
wasn’t anything being done to alleviate their sufferings?” (The Unfinished Memoirs, p.134).

The Awami Muslim League was formed in 1949,
with Mujib as the joint secretary while still in jail.
This was not surprising given his relentless efforts
in laying the building blocks for this party. He
had to remain in jail for more than two years during this spell of detention. It may be noted here
that he was under an intelligence scanner right
from his arrival to East Bengal from Kolkata. He
led the first phase of the language movement directly as a student leader in Dhaka University. He
also guided the student leaders to organize the

1952 Language Movement while he was confined
in Dhaka Medical College Hospital as a detainee.
He was sent to Faridpur jail because of his underground connection with the language movement
activists. This, however, could not stop his activism. He started a hunger strike to popularize
the cause for the language movement. Then came
the carnage of 21st February, where several students and other activists were martyred by police
firing. The whole province protested this killing
and Mujib was finally released on 27th February
when his physical condition deteriorated significantly.

He started reorganizing Awami Muslim League
after a brief period of recovery. To him the language movement was much deeper than a cultural
movement and had wider socio-economic perspectives. And he continued to hammer this
point in subsequent pollical activities. He then
went to Karachi to see his mentor Suhrawardy
and the Prime Minister Khawaja Nazimuddin, to
press his demands for realizing the goals of the 
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Language Movement, achieving democratic space
for his party, and ending the oppression of the
people. He was only 32 at that time. Yet his political gestures were thoughtful and far-sighted. This
characteristic of his leadership was also visible
when he visited the newly liberated China in the
same year. He was at the time neither a Member
of the Parliament nor a Minister. Indeed, his approaches were always statesman-like. He visited
agricultural farms, industrial factories, workers’
homes, and educational institutions to learn how
reforms were made by the new leadership that
brought unprecedented socio-economic transformations to China. He took notes of what he saw
and apparently made good use of them when he
started rebuilding the newly liberated
Bangladesh.

Sheikh Mujib always demonstrated his compassionate leadership which was also deeply propoor. Just to illustrate this quality of his
leadership, let me share with the readers an interesting episode. During a pre-election campaign
Sheikh Mujib came across an old lady who invited him to her hut and offered him a bowl of
milk, a betel leaf, and some coins. He was very
touched by her gesture but returned the coins
along with some more money after drinking the
milk. The old lady did not take the money and
told him that ‘the prayers of the poor will be with
him’. Sheikh Mujib wrote, “When I left her hut
my eyes were moist with tears. On that day, I
promised myself that I would do nothing to betray my people.” (The Unfinished Memoirs, page260). In 1954, Sheikh Mujib became the minister
of the Cooperatives and Agricultural department
and took oath on 15th May. However, he served
for only around a fortnight as Minister since the
provincial government was dismissed by the central government on flimsy grounds. Moreover, he
was the only Minister who was put in jail.

Ataur Rahman Khan’s cabinet in 1956. He made
many contributions from his positions as a minister and as the chairman of the Tea Board. However, he resigned from his minister post when
Maulana Bhashani questioned Mujib’s position
as both a minister and the General Secretary of
Awami League and asked him to choose one. He
invariably chose the latter as he was more focused
on building organization.

Following the imposition of Martial Law, Sheikh
Mujib was arrested on 12th October 1958 and released after more than a year on 17th December
1959. Ayub was then in power in Pakistan.
Sheikh Mujib was under strict surveillance even
after his release. In March 1964, the party was formally revived with him as the Secretary. In June
they declared their party manifesto, which included measures against the economic disparity
between the two regions. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman proposed six points for the emancipation of
the disadvantaged people of East Pakistan on 5th
February 1966. He traveled around the country
to popularize the six-points program which was
overwhelmingly supported by the people. However, the government was dead against this program and consequently Mujib was put behind
bars many times. There was a general strike on
June 7, 1966, in support of the Six-Points Program which caused several casualties.

Bangabandhu was deeply pained by the loss of
lives and massive arrest of party activists. He became more optimistic about the outcome of his
struggle for regional autonomy following the people’s overwhelming support for it.

He was technically released from the central jail
only to be arrested again under the so-called Agartala Conspiracy case in 1968. He was detained in
the cantonment and tried in a military court for
‘sedition against the state’. There was a mass upsurge primarily organized by the students, which
led
to his release and contributed to the subseSheikh Mujib became the minister of industries,
trade, labor, anti-corruption, and village aid in quent fall of Ayub regime. Following his release, 
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he was given the title
of Bangabandhu, the
friend of Bengal, by
student leaders led by
DUCSU Vice President Tofael Ahmed.
General Yahya Khan
later took power and
arranged a general
election in 1970,
which proved to be a
comprehensive mandate for the six-points
program led by Bangabandhu.

Bangladeshi people believed that the promise of “Golden Bengal” was not a
mere political rhetoric of Bangabandhu.

In 1971, when the
Yahya government backed out from handing over
power to the elected representatives, Bangabandhu launched the hugely successful non-cooperation movement. On 7th March
Bangabandhu delivered his historic speech, which
reflected the aspirations that the Bengalis had for
generations. Bangabandhu formally issued the
declaration of independence of Bangladesh at
12:20am on 26th March, following the initiation
of genocide in the evening of 25th March by the
Pakistan army. He was arrested from his residence
soon afterwards and he spent his days in prison
expecting his death. The whole nation participated in a war of liberation for nine months. The
youths volunteered to become freedom fighters
and didn’t hesitate to bleed for the liberation of
Bangladesh. Bangabandhu’s ideals and determination helped his co-leaders coordinate this war,
which was finally supported by the Alliance forces
from India. Together they defeated the Pakistani
occupying forces and ensured victory for
Bangladesh. However, independence was incomplete in the absence of Bangabandhu, who was
imprisoned in Pakistan. Thanks to the support of
global leaders and committed diplomacy of the
then Indian Premier Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the

Pakistani leadership had to finally set Bangabandhu free.

Bangabandhu returned to Bangladesh on 10th
January 1972. He took control of the war-devastated country and began to rebuild it right away.
His speedy moves on reconstruction of the wartorn infrastructure, rehabilitation of ten million
refugees, reconstruction of more than two million
houses for those who were internally displaced,
rehauling the regulatory institutions including
the central bank, upgrading a provincial government into a central government, creation of a
planning commission to initiate First Five Year
Plan, and mobilizing food aid in the face of persistent natural calamities and adverse geopolitical
climate provided great hope for a struggling nation to move forward despite many challenges.

The constitution and the First Five Year Plan
were already in action within a year of liberation.
The four principles of the constitution reflected
what Bangabandhu, and the Bengalis had spent
years struggling for: Nationalism, Socialism,
Democracy, and Secularism. Taking the reins of
a war-torn country was not an easy task. Braving
these challenges, he helped rehabilitate millions
of refugees and thousands of wounded war veter- 
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ans including war heroines, rebuild communication system and other physical and social infrastructures, gain recognition by hundreds of
countries, design a non-aligned independent foreign policy, and pursue farsighted inclusive development policies.

said, “Give me three years, if Allah keeps me alive,
I will come back to parliamentary democracy. I
was unable to do much during the last three years
because of domestic and international disasters.
This saddens me a lot.” (Syeduzzaman, M, Bangabandhur Smriti O Unnayan Darshan, Uttaran,
One must also remember that he started this de- December 2020, p.49). On 15th August 1975 we
velopment journey with virtually no resource in lost our hope and our leader, and the country behand. The foreign exchange reserve was just zero, came rudderless for years until his able daughter
the size of the economy was about eight billion took charge of the party and later the governUS Dollars, savings to GDP was 3% and that of ment. The country then reverted to the path of
investment 9%. The size of his first budget was vibrant and inclusive development and has been
only Taka 786 crore with no taxation imposed. moving ahead despite many challenges including
Yet, he started walking on two legs, emphasizing the pandemic.
both agriculture and industrialization. The latter One thing that remained constant through all the
was state led with prudent policies that provided years was his devotion towards his people. He
ample scope for the private sector to play its role. never lost touch with them. Indeed, he was an
He also gave an opportunity for the cooperative aesthetic leader who was always compassionate to
sector to flourish. He also initiated an Education his people. Even his worst enemy will have to
Commission to produce forward-looking skilled agree that he was the embodiment of Bangladesh.
human resources.
As he himself said, he was not an angel. There
The economy started responding positively, must have been many limitations in his leaderdemonstrating its resilience. The per capita in- ship style. However, on balance the successes
come went up to 273 USD in 1975 from just 93 overwhelmed his failures. His own narrative of
USD in 1972. However, due to sudden rise in oil the journey he pursued is so fascinating that one
price and shortfall in domestic food production, can hardly match it. Yet, as a mark of respect to
the level of inflation skyrocketed. But he tried the greatest son of our country we revisited his
hard to take appropriate monetary policy meas- journey in a modest way in this article, to orient
ures including demonetization and improve local the youths about the Himalayan proportions of
food production to bring down prices of food and his contributions in building this nation of ours
other daily necessities. He established a rationing from scratch. One cannot learn about Bangladesh
system along with trade corporation of without first learning about Bangabandhu’s life
Bangladesh to rein in inflation. His measures in its entirety. Such was his organic relationship
were yielding results and inflation started calming with this country and its people. And he will condown. But he was totally upset with the corrup- tinue to provide the nation the aspiration to
tion prevailing in the administration and the so- build a prosperous Bangladesh, his favorite
ciety. As a response, he introduced the Second ‘Sonar Bangla’.
Revolution to bring systemic changes and decentralization of the administration. However, it required time to fix all this. So, Bangbandhu asked Dr Atiur Rahman is the Bangabandhu Chair
for more time again and again. When speaking Professor of Dhaka University and former Governor of
on the Second Revolution, Bangabandhu had Bangladesh Bank.
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The National Security Council is
Crucial for Secular Democracy
and Rule of Law
Dr. Jamaluddin Ahmed
As Bangladesh’s
political polarisation reaches historic highs and
local
jihadist
groups forge links
with transnational
movements, conditions are ripe for
new forms of militancy that could
threaten the country’s security and religious tolerance. Two groups,
Jamaat-ul Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB) and
Ansarul Islam, dominate today’s jihadist landscape; a faction of the former appears to have consolidated links to the Islamic State (ISIS) while
the latter is affiliated with al-Qaeda’s South Asian
branch. Both have perpetrated a string of attacks
over the past few years, some targeting secular activists, others Bangladeshi minorities. The ruling
Awami League has politicised the threat. Its crackdowns on political rivals sap resources from efforts to disrupt jihadist activities. Instead, it
should invest in reinforcing the capability of the

security forces and judiciary and build political
consensus on how to tackle the threat.

The country’s recent history of jihadism dates to
the late 1990s, when veterans of the anti-Soviet
struggle in Afghanistan returned to Bangladesh.
A first wave of violence, involving two groups, the
Harkat-ul Jihad al-Islami Bangladesh and the
JMB, peaked on 17 August 2005, when the latter
group synchronised bomb blasts in 63 of the
country’s 64 districts. Successive governments
subsequently took action against the JMB’s leadership, but the group has revived itself, albeit in
a new form. Another group, Ansarul Islam (or
Ansar), has also emerged, while a JMB splinter –
dubbed the “neo-Jamaat-ul Mujahideen” by law
enforcement agencies – calls itself the Islamic
State-Bangladesh and has funnelled fighters into
Iraq and Syria.

Ansar portrays itself as the defender of Islam from
those who – in its leaders’ view – explicitly attack
the religion. The JMB, on the other hand, has
named a longer list of enemies: it considers perceived symbols of the secular state and anyone
not subscribing to its interpretation of Islam as 
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legitimate targets. The Bangladesh police allege
that JMB operatives have played a part in attacks
claimed by ISIS on prominent members of minority communities and religious facilities and
events, including Ahmadi mosques, Sufi shrines,
Buddhist and Hindu temples, and Shia festivals.
An attack on a Dhaka café on 1-2 July 2016 that
killed over twenty people, mostly foreigners, appears to have involved loose cooperation between
different groups, including both rural-based
madrasa students and elite urban young men.

Bangladesh’s contentious national politics have
played a role in enabling the jihadist resurgence.
Ansar found its initial raison d’être in the Awami
League government’s post-2010 trials of people
accused of war crimes perpetrated in the 1971 war
of independence. Those trials, targeting the senior leadership of the largest Islamist party Jamaate-Islami (JeI), prompted criticism for violating due
process, lacking transparency, and involving intimidation and harassment of defence lawyers
and witnesses. The prosecutions were used to
crush the JeI, a close ally of the Awami League’s

main political rival, the Bangladesh Nationalist
Party (BNP), and to discredit the BNP itself. They
provoked widespread anger among Islamists,
which was mostly expressed through mass protest,
not jihadist violence. Yet Ansar, depicting the trials as an assault on Islam, recruited urban, educated youth, albeit in relatively small numbers,
and perpetrated brutal attacks on secular activists
and bloggers who had demanded harsh punishment for those prosecuted.

Political polarisation has contributed to the
growth of militancy in less direct ways, too. The
marginalisation of the BNP through politically
motivated corruption and other trials of its leadership, including party chief Khaleda Zia’s 8 February 2018 conviction and five-year sentence for
corruption, and of the JeI, through the war
crimes trials and a ban on its participation in elections, have eliminated most democratic competition and encouraged the growth of a jihadist
fringe. A purge of BNP and JeI sympathisers from
the armed forces has elicited animosity within
some military circles toward the Awami League, 
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which the jihadists also appear to be seeking to
exploit. The BNP, for its part, has on occasion
used terrible violence, or supported groups that
do so, fuelling political animus and deepening
schisms.

The influx of hundreds of thousands of Rohingya
Muslims from Myanmar’s Rakhine state in August-December 2017 also raises security concerns
for Bangladesh. Jihadist groups– including ISIS
and Pakistani militants–have referenced the Rohingya’s plight in efforts to mobilise support. For
now, though, little suggests that the refugees are
particularly susceptible to jihadist recruitment.
Bangladesh’s response to the humanitarian
tragedy should focus primarily not on counter-terrorism but on providing support for refugees and
redoubling efforts to assuage potential friction between them and host communities.

Politicised, the police force and judiciary will continue to struggle with the detailed investigative
work necessary to disrupt networks that now tap
not only madrasa students and their families in
deprived rural areas but also privileged students
in wealthier quarters of the capital. While the
Awami League appears little inclined to do so
ahead of this year’s vote, reversing the polarisation that creates an enabling environment for jihadists and building political consensus on how
to tackle the problem, while investing in a professional police and judiciary, are likely prerequisites
of forestalling further jihadist violence. Without
a change of course–and particularly if the December elections trigger a crisis similar to that around
previous polls – the country could face another
jihadist resurgence. This article documents the
historical background and practice of the United
Kingdom, The United States of America, Republic of India, Israel, application of technology for
national security and finally a recommendation
for Bangladesh.

The state response to the surge of jihadist violence over the past few years has relied primarily
on blunt and indiscriminate force, including alleged enforced disappearances and extrajudicial
killings. Such tactics have eliminated large numbers of jihadists and weakened militant groups. National security at the centre of government
But they undermine intelligence gathering. Secu- United Kingdom
rity officials fear the ability of jihadist movements The origins of committee coordination-The
to recruit, raise funds and conduct operations re- Committee of Imperial Defence: To put the
mains intact. To make matters worse, Awami NSC in its proper context, it is necessary to start
League leaders have exploited the threat to fur- with the origins of the Cabinet Secretariat in 1916
ther discredit the BNP and JeI, accusing them of and to consider an even earlier body, the Comcomplicity in high-profile attacks. The govern- mittee of Imperial Defence (CID) Strachan, H.,
ment continues to use security forces to target its (2013). Many of the today’s challenges to successopponents, motivated, it appears, by the impera- ful central coordination of national security issues
tive of victory in the December 2018 general elec- were foreshadowed in the early 1900s, whether
tions. Prof Barkat’s study on the Economics of inter-departmental rivalries, potential capacity
Fundamentalism, Terrorism, and their current gaps between central secretariats and departeconomic and military strength can be good ex- ments, or the level of prime ministerial backing
ample to understand the gravity of threat to the for the coordination process. Prior to 1916, the
security of Bangladesh politics and democracy.
British Cabinet had functioned without dediWhile the past year has seen a lull in attacks, mar- cated secretariat support: ‘no minutes were circuginalising the mainstream political opposition is lated, no agendas were set, no decisions were
likely to play into the hands of jihadist groups. recorded (Naylor, JF (1971). Cabinet meetings 
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could be long, rambling affairs; ministers departed with little idea of what had been decided.
Their private secretaries would then write to each
other discreetly, trying to clarify the details. For
example, an appeal to one of Gladstone’s private
secretaries stated that ‘there must have been some
decision...My Chief has told me to ask you what
the devil was decided, for he be damned if he
knows. Will you ask Mr. G. in more conventional
and less pungent terms (Naylor, JF (1971). The
areas of foreign and defence policy–or ‘imperial
defence’ as they were then conceived – were the
first to benefit from improved secretariat support.
A Colonial Defence Committee (CDC) had attempted to coordinate metropolitan, dominion
and colonial defence arrangements from (1885
(Gordon, D.C. 1962) But it was Prime Minister
Arthur Balfour who in 1904 converted the existing ‘weak and informal’ Defence Committee (set
up in 1902) into the CID by establishing a small
permanent secretariat to support its work (Johnson, F.A. (1961).

At the outbreak of war in 1914, the Head of the
CID secretariat, Maurice Hankey, placed it at the
disposal of Prime Minister Asquith’s attempts to
coordinate wartime decision making. None of
Asquith’s efforts to coordinate between the civil
and military sides of the war effort succeeded in
establishing a strong grip. From December 1916
Asquith’s successor, Lloyd George, ‘established a
war cabinet of five, so as to avoid any repetition
of divided governmental authority [Naylor, J.F.
2004 [2008]. It was this change that ultimately
led to the development of today’s Cabinet Office
and the Cabinet Secretary role. The CID continued to develop until the outbreak of war in 1939.
It subsumed the Colonial Defence Committee
(CDC) within its network of subcommittees (Gordon, D.C;1962) and developed a series of other
sub-committees, including the Chiefs of Staff
Staff Committee (Stanbridge, B.G.T.,1973).
After a short-lived. Foreign Office attempt to create its own centre for political intelligence assess-

ment to complement the military services’ assessment of military intelligence, (Goldstein, E.,
1988) the Joint Intelligence Committee was also
established as a CID subcommittee in 1936. To
begin with, therefore, the JIC was a purely military organisation (‘a mere adjunct to the Chiefs
of Staff organisation’) (Cradock, P., 2002) but
the civilian intelligence agencies were formally
added as members in 1940 and in 1957 the JIC
was moved into the Cabinet Office, reflecting
growing civilian involvement and the increasing
importance of political intelligence (Goodman,
M., 2007) Key to the CID’s coordinating and delivery function was the assembly of leading figures
from each department and service around the
CID meeting table. In 1947, it became the Defence Committee, but its membership was little
changed from that of the CID in previous
decades, comprising (Johnson, F.A., 1961): Prime
Minister; Minister of Defence; Lord President of
the Council; Foreign Secretary; Chancellor of the
Exchequer; The Service ministers; Minister of
Labour; Minister of Supply; The Chiefs of Staff.

As with the NSC today, other ministers attended
CID meetings at the prime minister’s behest, as
appropriate to the subjects under discussion. The
CID’s first head, Sir George Clarke, was able to
bring to the CID many of the bureaucratic routines – regular minute-taking and marshalling of
a network of subcommittees – he had long honed
as the head of the CDC secretariat.

Clarke recognised the challenges to any prime
ministerial adviser facing competing departmental centres of power and influence, lamenting
that he had to operate by ‘the gentle pulling of
strings’ rather than ‘being able to speak with
power’, given his inferior standing and resources
as CID Secretary vis-à-vis minister and service
chiefs (Gooch, J., 1975).

The CID’s secretary from 1912, Maurice Hankey,
used the CID model to form the basis for the cabinet committee structure and secretariat that is 
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still used today (Johnson, F.A.,1961). The structure for defence and security issues was, and still
is, closely bound up with the relationship between prime ministerial, ministerial and collective
cabinet responsibility: who took the lead was
about which bodies dominated.

In the face of inter-departmental and inter-service
tensions, prime ministerial support was crucial
for the CID’s effectiveness. This was not always
forthcoming. During its first decade, the CID suffered from a general lack of prime ministerial
commitment to ensuring its decisions were implemented. Under Balfour, the CID met on average
more than once per fortnight, but under Campbell-Bannerman it met just 15 times in over two
years. Moreover, Balfour did not ‘turn to the departments and insist that the conclusions of the
Committee should be the basis on which they
worked. He did not urge his ministers to follow
the new ideas through’. Campbell-Bannerman
was allegedly ‘not interested in defence’ and, although he permitted the CID to continue meeting, he ‘did not set it to work on any major
issues.’ Things were little better under Asquith,
with the CID meeting ‘rather less than once every
two months between April 1908 and the outbreak of war in August 1914 (MacKintosh, J.P ,
1962).

Despite this chequered record, the CID was significant in establishing several breaks with previous practice at the centre of government
(Johnson, F.A.,1961). Its secretariat provided
much-needed support to the prime minister and
facilitated strategic planning and decision making. Politicians and career service leaders served
as equal and active participant members. At a
time of inter-departmental rivalry, it was a coordinating committee, bringing together representatives from the military services and civil
departments, with a flexible membership determined by the Prime Minister on an ad hoc basis.
The pre-war CID and Lloyd George’s War Cabi-

net foreshadowed many of the key operational
challenges and structural features of the NSC. As
CID secretary, Hankey needed to cultivate a reputation for ‘honest brokerage’ between the Prime
Minister, departmental ministers and service
chiefs.

Indeed, Hankey probably over-involved himself
in the post-war years as a prominent member of
Lloyd George’s travelling entourage, although the
choice was not so much his as the Prime. The prewar CID and Lloyd George’s War Cabinet foreshadowed many of the key operational challenges
and structural features of the NSC. As CID secretary, Hankey needed to cultivate a reputation
for ‘honest brokerage’ between the Prime Minister, departmental ministers and service chiefs. Indeed, Hankey probably over-involved himself in
the post-war years as a prominent member of
Lloyd George’s travelling entourage, although the
choice was not so much his as the Prime Minister’s. Resentment was particularly keen in the Foreign Office, perhaps unsurprisingly given that
(Warburg, R.,1972).

The CID and Cabinet Secretariat were part of the
permanent machinery of government, but, as relatively recent creations, they were strongly marked
by the personal stamp of Lloyd George. This mirrors the position which the NSC and National Security Secretariat will face at the May 2015
General Election. That led to doubt whether the
CID and Cabinet Secretariat would survive Lloyd
George’s downfall in 1922, but Hankey was flexible enough to adjust to ‘the different temperaments of the five premiers he served (Naylor, J.F.,
2004). The secretariat needed to strike a careful
balance to maintain the co-operation of relevant
departments: ‘If the secretary and his staff became
a separate department having independent interests and policy-making powers, the CID would
fail. The cabinet leaders would almost certainly
combine against such a threat to the sacred principle of cabinet responsibility for executive action.’ 
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Furthermore, like the NSC on occasion, the CID
also became ‘a bi-partisan forum, as several times
the Leader of the Opposition joined subcommittee discussions (Johnson, F.A.,1961) .’ Moreover,
the CID secretariat was ‘designed, not to take action, but rather to see that action was taken by
constituted departments after decisions had been
made.’29 Departments owned delivery, but the
CID coordinated and drove the overall process.
The CID demonstrates the enduring challenges
to coordination of foreign and defence policy at
the centre of British government. Active prime
ministerial backing is crucial for the success of any
committee set up for these purposes. The mere
existence of a central coordinating committee
does not, in itself, guarantee harmonious interdepartmental cooperation. Effective coordination
requires a skilled and diplomatic figure at the centre, enjoying the confidence of key participants.
Hankey performed this function for over 20
years, at the same time as discharging the responsibilities of Secretary to the Cabinet, setting a
precedent for his successors, few of whom had his
long experience of defence, intelligence and foreign policy issues.

Organising national security, 1979-2010

While it is possible to see clear similarities between the CID and the NSC, it is also instructive
to look at how the NSC differs from its more immediate predecessors. The NSC seeks to bring together foreign, defence, security, resilience and
intelligence policy under the auspices of one committee and secretariat structure in a way that was
not a feature of earlier arrangements. This is partly
because the concept of national security has
shifted. Over the last century, Cabinet committees
and other structures have handled individual aspects of this portfolio. Previously, different connections were seen between defence (particularly
during times of war), foreign policy, security (terrorism), the nuclear threat (pre-eminent during
the Cold War) and intelligence, let alone re-

silience and civil contingencies. Reflecting the
salience of the terrorist threat, ‘national security’
has a significant focus on coordinating intelligence and anti-terrorism efforts. The Foreign Secretary’s exclusion was not absolute; he attended
many meetings of the War Cabinet at the Prime
Minister’s invitation, but not as a full member.

Following the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks, Sir David Omand was appointed to a new
role as Security and Intelligence Coordinator to
oversee both the intelligence agencies as a whole
and the Civil Contingencies Secretariat. Another
of Omand’s responsibilities was to chair the Permanent Secretaries’ Intelligence and Security
Committee, PSIS. In 2005, the coordinator was
again rebadged, as ‘Permanent Under Secretary:
Intelligence, Security and Resilience’. In this role,
Sir Richard Mottram combined the existing Coordinator’s duties with responsibility for the Joint
Intelligence Committee. On Mottram’s retirement, these roles were again separated (Alex
Allan, 2007).

The cabinet Secretary took over responsibility for
oversight of the Single Intelligence Account until
this transferred to the newly-created National Security Adviser post in 2010 (Hansard, 2011) and
the JIC chairmanship was retained as a separate
post, held successively by Alex Allan and Jon Day.
Following the Iraq war, the Butler Inquiry report
had recommend ed that the JIC chairmanship
should be filled by officials with sufficient experience and stature to be able to defend the independence of intelligence assessment from policy
– meaning that these would be likely to be officials who were close to retirement (Butler, R.,
2014 ). This stipulation about keeping intelligence assessment separate from policy advice is,
perhaps, one reason why the JIC Chairman and
Assessment Staff were not formally incorporated
within the National Security Secretariat serving
the NSA, even though the NSC increasingly

shapes the JIC’s workflow.
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Alongside intelligence, there have been significant changes in coordination of the government’s
responses to terrorism and its approach to wider
issues of security and resilience. Since the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks and the 7 July 2005
London bombings, the Islamist terrorist threat
has become the defining national security issue
and triggered substantially increased investment
in intelligence and security. The need for a coordinated response led in 2003 to the development
of a counter-terrorism strategy (CONTEST) and
the establishment of a Joint Terrorism Analysis
Centre (JTAC) and, in 2007, to the creation of a
new Office for Security and Counter Terrorism
(OSCT) based in the Home Office – both of
which aim to increase the cross-departmental coherence and capacity of the effort against terrorism [UK Home office Policy Paper 2014].

with changes in organisation at the centre and
cross-cutting Whitehall. Though these changes
were in some ways about intelligence coordination and the management of the assessment
process, they also reflected changes in the wider
security sphere, of which intelligence is but one
part. The move towards a more over-arching national security machine can be seen as an attempt
to provide greater stability, seniority and more coherence to areas of overlap that the centre had
struggled to coordinate effectively. The formal creation of an integrated national security secretariat
and committee process in May 2010, overseen by
a national security adviser, could be seen as a further step along this path of central coordination.
Advising the prime minister

On top of the machinery for coordination sit senUntil 2007, Cabinet discussion and decision ior advisers to the prime minister. Although there
making concerning international terrorism took are a number of cabinet ministers with relevant
place through an OD subcommittee on Interna- portfolios, the prime minister has a particular retional Terrorism (OD(IT)), chaired by the Prime sponsibility for ensuring a coherent approach to
Minister. Detailed work was driven by its Home national security, for the conduct of policy and for
Secretary-chaired subcommittee on Protection, overseeing the response to crises. There have been
Security and Resilience (OD(IT)(PSR)). Shortly different constellations of senior officials acting as
before his 2007 resignation, Blair reorganised this adviser to the prime minister on these roles. The
system, replacing the OD(IT) subcommittee with NSA post was created to provide a single focal
a new Ministerial Committee on Security and point for the coordination of many of these issues,
Terrorism, which also encompassed the counter but other voices remain influential. These include
radicalisation aspects of the Cabinet’s Domestic the most senior officials and military officers, the
Affairs committee [Hennessy, P., (1945-2010, heads of various secretariats, services and agencies,
the Cabinet Secretary, the prime minister’s chief
Penguin pp 378-381)].
of staff and other political advisers.
What this shows is a high degree of flux in efforts
to coordinate different aspects of the security and The traditional model of prime ministerial supintelligence brief, particularly since 2001. The port had been for there to be a single foreign afmassive pressures to address international and do- fairs private secretary in No.10, whose role was to
mestic terrorism – and the priority role for intel- draw on the key departments of state – principally
ligence in this effort – saw new organisational the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO)
solutions pursued with great frequency. Perhaps and Ministry of Defence (MoD) – for advice. But
it also reflected the style of the Labour govern- in the 1980s that began to change. Margaret
ment at that time, adapting the machinery of gov- Thatcher, ‘in light of her disenchantment with
ernment at frequent intervals and experimenting the Foreign Office as a result of the Falklands ex- 
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perience... wanted a senior figure on her personal
staff who would alert her to coming problems
and if need be offer independent advice
(Cradock, P., (1997). Initially retaining the parttime services of the recently-retired UK Permanent Representative to the UN in New York, Sir
Anthony Parsons, Thatcher ultimately employed
another experienced senior diplomat, Sir Percy
Cradock, as her long-serving Foreign Policy Adviser. Cradock, who survived the transition to
John Major and retired in 1992, supplemented
the advice of the foreign affairs private secretary
but had little other support of his own, with the
services of ‘a secretary to type his minutes and little else...If there was to be a contest with the hundreds of high-powered operators across the road
in the Foreign Office, it was going to be a very
unequal one. As noted in the previous section,
when Sir Percy retired he was replaced by another
career diplomat, Sir Rodric Braithwaite, who like
Sir Percy combined this role with the JIC chairmanship. As we noted in Centre Forward, the private office for this period relied primarily on a
single foreign affairs private secretary, not gaining
an additional private secretary until later in John
Major’s prime ministership.

Tony Blair’s chief of staff, Jonathan Powell, himself an ex-diplomat, took a lead both on Northern
Ireland51 and on other foreign and security issues. Things started to change significantly in
Blair’s second term as he looked to boost his ability to drive his priorities from No.10. In June
2001, the Cabinet Secretary conceded that the
foreign affairs capacity available to the Prime Minister could be increased by ‘double-hatting’ both
the Head of the Cabinet Office European Secretariat and the Head of the OD Secretariat as respective prime ministerial advisers on Europe and
Foreign Policy. This brought the capacity of the
secretariats behind the advisers. Lord Wilson has
testified to the Iraq Inquiry that he saw this move
as ‘the lesser evil’ at a time when a merger of the
Prime Minister’s Office and the Cabinet Office
had been mooted (Wilson, T.J., 2011).

The arrangement survived under both Tony Blair
and Gordon Brown, with Sir David Manning, Sir
Nigel Sheinwald and Simon McDonald occupying the double-hatted role. Sir Stephen Wall, who
performed the parallel role of Prime Minister’s
Europe Adviser for Blair from its inception until
his retirement in 2004, has reflected that it was
‘no more than common sense...for the Prime
Minister to have a small team dealing with foreign
Sirstephen Wall has written that, as Jphn Major’s
policy rather than a one-man band.’ Wall argued
foreign affairs private secretary the early 1990s,
that Blair’s 2001 reorganisation created ‘greater
his responsibilities were wide-ranging, from forcapacity for independent origination of ideas, for
eign policy to Northern Ireland and defence isnegotiation, on the Prime Minister’s behalf, and
sues. Even though he was part of the private
for implementation of policy than existed before.
office, Wall felt that he did not have the capacity The risk in this lay not in the structures themto substitute his efforts for the deeper contribu- selves but in how they were used within the overtion of the relevant departments of state. How- all framework of cabinet government (Wall, S., A.
ever, both Cradock and Wall noted that Wall’s 2008).
predecessor as foreign affairs private secretary,
Charles (now Lord) Powell, had, in spite of the
Jamaluddin Ahmed PhD FCA is the General Secsame dearth of support, encountered resentment
retary of Bangladesh Economic Association, Former
in the Foreign Office due to his close relationship member of Board of Directors of Bangladesh Bank, Forwith Margaret Thatcher and the perceived influ- mer Chairman of the Board of Directors of Janata
ence this gave him over her foreign policy (Wall, Bank Limited and Former President of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh.
S., 2008).
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BRIEF NEWS

US Army Unveils Upgraded
UH-60 Black Hawk
Helicopter

Program Officer-Aviation Brig. Gen. Robert Barrie
called it the army’s “first real opportunity to upgrade
its current helicopter platforms apart from their original manufacturers.”
“In order for us to bring capability onto this platform, it
necessitated a significant investment both in dollars
and time,” Barrie said.
“And because our threat is evolving faster than we are,
and because our dollars are limited, it was absolutely
essential that we find a way to bring capability onto our
platforms more affordable and more rapidly, and that’s
what this platform is the first of our ability to do.”

The US Army unveiled six upgraded UH-60 Black
Hawk helicopters at the Eastern Army National Guard
Aviation Training Site (EAATS) in Pennsylvania this
week.
The army’s Utility Helicopter Program Office delivered
the aircraft to the EAATS in late July, making it the
first unit equipped with the Black Hawk UH-60V. The
aviation school’s pilot instructors have been training
on the aircraft since their arrival.
Black Hawk Upgrade
The Sikorsky UH-60V is an upgrade on the UH-60 L
model, which entered service in 1989 to replace the
original UH-A first deployed 11 years ago.
According to the army, the UH-60 V’s upgraded cockpit has similar features and capabilities to the UH-60
M model, with a certified GPS (global positioning system) RNAV (random navigation) database, advanced
flight planning, and mission capabilities.
The service added that the “updated cockpit increases
a pilot’s situational awareness while reducing the workload, resulting in a more capable and safer aviation
platform.” Moreover, the UH-60V was the first US
Army aircraft with open system architecture.
Test pilot and pilot instructor for EAATS Chief Warrant
Officer 5 Jake Russell shared his experiences of the
UH-60V. “Whether using the GPS navigation capability in the national airspace system or flying tactical
routes in the battlespace, the UH-60V’s integrated
avionics package provides the necessary information
for safe and efficient mission execution.”
In-House Upgrade
Highlighting the importance of the program, Army

Turkish Firms Develop
Kamikaze ‘Drone Killer’ UAV

Turkish defense contractors Havelsan and Transvaro
have developed a new kamikaze unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) capable of neutralizing enemy drones.
According to Havelsan official Nezih Sisman, the
threat posed by low-cost drones has increased dramatically. He explained that the new UAV can protect
critical facilities, organizations with scattered forces,
and critical locations.
He revealed that the kamikaze drone can capture a
swarm of UAVs at a distance of up to 40 meters, destroying them by detonating.
“At the end of the day, we [are] attempting something
that has not been done before in Turkey,” he said, as
quoted by Daily Sabah.
‘Utilizing Algorithms’

The kamikaze UAV is part of Havelsan and Transvaro’s
wide range of drone detection and destruction systems
that use different algorithms and various components
such as radar, mixing devices, electro-optical suites,
and radiofrequency detectors.
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“We offer an artificial intelligence (AI) supported system that will utilize algorithms to detect, diagnose, analyze and eliminate a threat using the appropriate
weapon,” Sisman remarked. “It will be able to do so
thanks to software with a network-supported command and control system at its center.”
Since the UAV is still in the testing phase, it has yet to
reach its full operational capabilities. However, the official disclosed that the company will demonstrate the
capabilities of the entire system, from detection to destruction, in the coming months.
The kamikaze drone was exhibited at the 3rd Military
Radar and Border Security Summit in Ankara.

Greece to Acquire Spike
Missiles for AH-64D
Attack Helicopters

Greece will acquire Israeli-made Spike NLOS (non-lineof-sight) missiles to bolster its defense capabilities and
military presence in the Aegean and Evros.
The weapon system will reportedly be installed on the
country’s AH-64D attack helicopters, four Machitisclass gunboats, and Apache Delta helicopters.
Acquisition of the missiles comes following the signing
of a new agreement with France to purchase several
Rafale fighters and Belharra frigates. The move also
comes in the wake of Turkey’s provocation actions in
the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean.
According to reports, the range and accuracy of the Israeli weapon system can turn simple patrol boats into
“dangerous weapons” to counter enemy ships on the
country’s maritime borders.
Greece would reportedly be spending around 370 million euros ($428 million) for the missiles.
About Spike NLOS Missiles
Designed by Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, the
Spike NLOS missile is a multi-purpose electro-optical
missile system that can be installed on a variety of
land, air, and sea platforms.
It can be operated in either direct attack or mid-course
navigation using coordinates only, and provide the ability to attack enemies at stand-off range with no line of
sight.
The Spike NLOS is capable of hitting targets with precision at a distance of 25 kilometers (15 miles).

US Navy Orders $12M in
Warship Tactical Network
Equipment

The US Navy has awarded a $12.3 million contract to
defense contractor Leonardo DRS for new tactical network equipment for surface warships and carrier-based
aircraft.
As part of the agreement, the company will build and
install AN/USG-2B and AN/USG-3B systems and
identify replacement components for the service’s tactical sensor and weapons network, the Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC).
The CEC is designed to enhance the anti-air warfare
capability of naval ships, aircraft, and composite tracking network units. The network enhances overall situational awareness, allowing fleet commanders to
coordinate closely to strike enemy forces from long
range.
The DRS Laurel Technologies segment of Leonardo
DRS will perform the work for the contract in Largo,
Florida. Production is expected to be complete by
March 2023.
The AN/USG-3 and AN/USG-2 Systems
Serving as the airborne designation of CEC, the
AN/USG-3 will operate in large geographical areas to
produce tactical pictures for naval battle groups at sea.
It will also be deployed on E-2C and E-2D carrierbased radar surveillance aircraft.
The AN/USG-2 system will be installed on the navy’s
surface warships. It distributes sensor data from cooperating units through a “real time” fire control sensor
and engagement data distribution network.
The system also features engagement decision, cooperative sensing, engagement execution, and data distribution capabilities, enabling anti-air warfare sensors
and weapons to function as one distributed system.
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Estonia Signs Deal to
Purchase Blue Spear
Missile Systems

Proteus Advanced Systems’ General Manager Ron Tryfus explained that the Blue Spear missile system is the
most advanced of the “next-generation Gabriel family”
of surface-to-surface missile systems.”

Suicide Bomber Kills at
Least 50 at Shiite Mosque
in Afghanistan’s Kunduz

A suicide bomb attack on worshippers at a Shiite
mosque in the Afghan city of Kunduz killed at least 50
people Friday, in the bloodiest assault since US forces
left the country.
Estonia’s military procurement agency has announced
a deal with Proteus Advanced Systems to provide Blue
Spear 5G SSM missile systems for the country’s defense forces.
The advanced, land-to-sea anti-ship missile systems
contract followed a tender to procure armaments to
bolster Estonian coastal defense capabilities, marking
one of the most significant defense procurements by
the Baltic country.
Estonia’s minister of defense called the contract “a
huge leap forward for the Estonian Defence Forces,”
and said that the weapon system will send “a clear
message that we are contributing to the regional and
collective defence effort.”
Jüri Saska, Commodore of the Estonian Navy, explained: “The chosen weapon system will form the cornerstone of Estonian naval defence for decades to
come. Estonian Navy will be able to contribute significantly both to national, regional and collective defence
effort.”
Blue Spear Missile System
Developed by Proteus Advanced Systems Pte. Ltd., a
joint venture company of Israel Aerospace Industries
Ltd. and ST Engineering Land Systems Ltd., the Blue
Spear 5G SSM missile system is an advanced, allweather precision weapon with beyond-line-of-sight
strike capabilities.
The system can strike stationary and mobile targets at
sea with a maximum range of 290 km (180 mi) and be
launched from various land-based platforms at high
subsonic speed. The missile warhead utilizes active
radar-homing for target acquisition through INSbased navigation and features “a robust system which
is immune to GPS disruptions and maximal accuracy.”

Scores more victims from the minority community
were wounded in the blast, which has not been claimed
but appears designed to further destabilize
Afghanistan in the wake of the Taliban takeover.
The extremist Islamic State group, bitter rivals of the
Taliban, has repeatedly targeted Shiites in a bid to stir
up sectarian violence in Sunni-majority Afghanistan.
Matiullah Rohani, director of culture and information
in Kunduz for Afghanistan’s new Taliban government,
confirmed to AFP that the deadly incident was a suicide attack.
A medical source at the Kunduz Provincial Hospital
said that 35 dead and more than 50 wounded had
been taken there, while a worker at a Doctors Without
Borders (MSF) hospital reported 15 dead and scores
more wounded.
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid had earlier said
an unknown number of people had been killed and injured when “an explosion took place in a mosque of
our Shiite compatriots” in Kunduz.
Residents of Kunduz, the capital of a province of the
same name, told AFP the blast hit a Shiite mosque
during Friday prayers, the most important of the week
for Muslims.
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Zalmai Alokzai, a local businessman who rushed to
Kunduz Provincial Hospital to check whether doctors
needed blood donations, described horrific scenes.
“Ambulances were going back to the incident scene to
carry the dead,” he said.
An international aid worker at the MSF hospital in the
city told AFP there were fears the death toll could rise.
“Hundreds of people are gathered at the main gate of
the hospital and crying for their relatives but armed
Taliban guys are trying to prevent gatherings in case
another explosion is planned,” he said.
Frightened Crowds
Graphic images shared on social media, which could
not immediately be verified, showed several bloodied
bodies lying on the floor. Pictures showed plumes of
smoke rising into the air over Kunduz.

prayers in the west of Kabul, killing 56 people and
wounding 55 including women and children.
And in May this year, a series of bombings outside a
school in the capital killed at least 85 people — mostly
young girls. More than 300 were wounded in this attack on the Hazara community.

US Special Forces
Quietly Training
Taiwanese: Official

Another video showed men shepherding people, including women and children, away from the scene.
Frightened crowds thronged the streets.
Aminullah, an eyewitness whose brother was at the
mosque, told AFP: “After I heard the explosion, I called
my brother but he did not pick up. I walked towards
the mosque and found my brother wounded and faint.
We immediately took him to the MSF hospital.”
A female teacher in Kunduz told AFP the blast happened near her house, and several of her neighbors
were killed. “It was a very terrifying incident,” she said.
“Many of our neighbors have been killed and wounded.
“A 16-year-old neighbor was killed. They couldn’t find
half of his body. Another neighbor who was 24 was
killed as well.”
Kunduz’s location makes it a key transit point for economic and trade exchanges with Tajikistan. It was the
scene of fierce battles as the Taliban fought their way
back into power this year.
Often targeted by Sunni extremists, Shiite Muslims
have suffered some of Afghanistan’s most violent assaults, with rallies bombed, hospitals targeted and
commuters ambushed.
Persecuted Community
Shiites make up roughly 20 percent of the Afghan
population. Many of them are Hazara, an ethnic group
that has been heavily persecuted in Afghanistan for
decades.
In October 2017, a lone IS suicide attacker struck a
Shiite mosque as worshippers gathered for evening

Last month, a Chinese publication remarked that
should the US decide to push through with the “Taiwan card,” diplomatic measures may not be enough.
US special operations forces have been quietly training
Taiwanese troops for months, risking the ire of China, a
Pentagon official said Thursday.
A contingent of around 20 special operations and conventional forces has been conducting the training for
less than a year, the official, who declined to be identified, told AFP, adding that some of the trainers rotate
in and out.
The official largely confirmed a Wall Street Journal report which said the training has been going on for at
least a year, amid China’s rising verbal threats against
the island ally of the United States.
Taiwan’s Defense Ministry declined to comment on the
report, but Pentagon spokesman John Supple said
that generally speaking, US support for Taiwan’s military is gauged on its defense needs.
“Our support for and defense relationship with Taiwan
remains aligned against the current threat posed by
the People’s Republic of China,” Supple said in a statement.
“We urge Beijing to honor its commitment to the
peaceful resolution of cross-Strait differences.”
Taiwan’s Premier Su Tseng-chang said “a just cause al-
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ways attracts much support” when asked to comment
on the Wall Street Journal report on Friday.
“We are making every effort to defend our national
sovereignty and our people as well as maintaining regional peace. We are doing all we can and we appreciate like-minded countries working together,” he said.

Ukraine to Produce Turkish
Armed Drones: Minister

Taiwan media reported last November, citing Taiwan’s
Naval Command, that US troops had arrived there to
train Taiwan marines and special forces in small-boat
and amphibious operations.
But those reports were subsequently denied by US
and Taiwanese officials, who emphasized the two sides
are only involved in bilateral military exchanges and cooperation.
The United States supplies weapons to Taiwan, including missiles for defense and fighter jets, amid Beijing’s
threat to forcibly retake control of the island and reintegrate it with China.
The US also maintains an ambiguous commitment to
defend Taiwan, which Beijing considers a renegade
province.
A video released last year and featured in Taiwan
media showed US troops taking part in an exercise on
the island dubbed “Balance Tamper.”
Chinese forces have stepped up their activities toward
Taiwan in the past year, conducting sea assault exercises and flying large sorties of bombers and fighters
close to Taiwan airspace.
Taiwan’s defense minister said Wednesday that military tensions between the island and China are at their
highest in four decades, after around 150 Chinese
warplanes — a record number — made incursions into
its air defense zone in recent days.
He warned that even “slight carelessness” or “miscalculation” could spark a crisis, and that Beijing would be in
a position to launch a full-scale invasion in four years.
US State Department Spokesman Ned Price called the
Chinese activity “destabilizing” and “provocative.”

Last month, Ukraine and Turkey signed a deal to establish a training and maintenance center for Turkish
drones.
Ukraine on Thursday said it will build a factory to produce Turkish armed drones that Kiev previously bought
to use against pro-Russian separatists in the east, a
deal that risks irritating Moscow.
“A land plot on which the factory will be built has already
been chosen,” Ukrainian foreign minister Dmytro Kuleba
said at a press conference with Turkish counterpart Mevlut Cavusoglu in the western Ukrainian city of Lviv.
“There were a number of obstacles to the implementation (of this project) but all of them have been removed,” he added, without providing further details.
Cavusoglu did not speak specifically about the subject
but stressed that Kiev and Ankara were “in the process
of strengthening their relations in many sectors,” including defense.
In late September, Ukrainian defense minister Andriy
Taran and Haluk Bayraktar — CEO of the Turkish company Baykar that produces Bayraktar armed drones —
signed a memorandum to establish a joint training and
maintenance center for the drones in Ukraine.
“We have been waiting for this moment for a long
time,” Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said
after the signing of the memorandum with Baykar.
“This is an important event for us,” he added, according
to a statement from the presidency.

“We strongly urge Beijing to cease its military, diplomatic and economic pressure and coercion against Taiwan,” he said, calling US commitment to the island
“rock-solid.”

Baykar will build this center on the land that belongs to
Ukraine’s defense ministry near the town of Vasylkiv,
located about 20 kilometers (12 miles) from Kiev.

“Let me just say this, we are going to take action now
to try to prevent that day from ever coming to pass,”
national security adviser Jake Sullivan told the BBC
when asked if Washington was prepared to take military actions to defend Taiwan.

According to media reports, Kiev plans to purchase
around 50 such devices.

Ukraine has previously purchased the Bayraktar TB2
drones, Baykar’s flagship model that has been used in
conflicts in Syria, Libya and Nagorno-Karabakh.
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The sale of drones to Kiev, however, places Ankara in a
delicate position, as Turkey also cooperates in the defense sector with Russia, Ukraine’s rival.

The images captured the ongoing build-up of Russian
military bases, and an underground facility said to be a
storage area for high-tech weapons.

The Ukrainian army has been locked in a long-running
conflict with separatist fighters in the eastern Donetsk
and Lugansk regions since 2014 after Moscow annexed the peninsula of Crimea from Kiev.

Pentagon spokesman Thomas Campbell expressed
concern over the development, saying the actions of
Russia in the Arctic implied that the country is establishing control in the region.

The conflict has claimed more than 13,000 lives.

Months after the satellite images were released, the
Russian Northern Fleet launched a series of Arctic
drills, including ground and air exercises that involved
more than 10,000 personnel, 15 aircraft, and about 30
combat ships, submarines, and support vessels.

Ukraine and its Western allies accuse Russia of sending troops and arms to support the separatists, which
Moscow denies.

Russia Wants to Establish
Navy Arctic Fleet

Russia is planning to establish a new division within
the navy that will be responsible for upholding and
protecting the country’s interests in the Arctic, according to Russian state media TASS.
Dubbed the “Arctic Fleet,” the division would ensure
the safety of the Northern Sea Route and the Arctic
coast, which is currently the responsibility of Russia’s
Northern and Pacific fleets.
The news agency explained that the new navy division
would allow other fleets guarding the region to focus
on combat missions.
“The Russian Arctic Fleet, a new structure, is under
consideration,” TASS reported, citing a military source.
“The plan is that the infrastructure of the new association will be separate from the Northern and Pacific
fleets. In the future, it will have ships and special
equipment suitable for the Arctic.”
At present, the Russian Navy has fleets in the Pacific,
Baltic, and Black Sea.
Strengthening Arctic Presence
Earlier this year, satellite images showed Russia continuing to strengthen its military presence in the Arctic
region.

Hypersonic Missiles:
The Alarming Must-Have
in Military Tech

Russia, China, the United States, and North Korea
have all test-launched hypersonic missiles.
North Korea’s test of a hypersonic missile last week
sparked new concerns about the race to acquire the
alarming technology that is hard to defend against and
could unsettle the global nuclear balance.
Russia, which said Monday it had test-launched a hypersonic missile from a submerged submarine for the
first time, leads the race, followed by China and the
United States, and at least five other countries are
working on the technology.
Why do Countries Want Hypersonics?
Hypersonic missiles, like traditional ballistic missiles
which can deliver nuclear weapons, can fly more than
five times the speed of sound.
But ballistic missiles fly high into space in an arc to
reach their target, while a hypersonic flies on a trajectory low in the atmosphere, potentially reaching a target more quickly.
Crucially, a hypersonic missile is maneuverable (like the
much slower, often subsonic cruise missile), making it
harder to track and defend against.
While countries like the United States have developed
systems designed to defend against cruise and ballistic
missiles, the ability to track and take down a hypersonic missile remains a question.
Hypersonic missiles can be used to deliver conventional warheads, more rapidly and precisely than other
missiles. But their capacity to deliver nuclear weapons
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could add to a country’s threat, increasing the danger
of a nuclear conflict.
Is the Hypersonic Threat Here Now?
Russia, China, the United States, and now North Korea
have all test-launched hypersonic missiles.
France, Germany, Australia, India, and Japan are working on hypersonics, and Iran, Israel, and South Korea
have conducted basic research on the technology, according to a recent report by the US Congressional Research Service (CRS).
Russia is the most advanced. Moscow announced
Monday that it had fired two Zircon hypersonic missiles from the Severodvinsk nuclear submarine.
The first, while the sub was on the surface, successfully struck a test target in the Barents Sea. The second was launched while the vessel was submerged 40
meters (131 feet) below the surface.
China is also aggressively developing the technology,
seeing it as crucial to defend against US gains in hypersonic and other technologies, according to the CRS
report.
Both China and Russia have “likely fielded an operational capability” with hypersonic glide vehicles, said
the report.
The US Defense Department has an aggressive development program, planning up to 40 tests over the next
five years, according to a government report.

And, underscoring the attractiveness of hypersonics,
the CRS report says that the US missile defense system is inadequate to detect, track and respond in time
to hypersonics.
Cameron Tracy, an arms control expert at Stanford
University, called hypersonics an “evolutionary” advance.
It’s “definitely not a game-changer,” he said. “It’s an
arms race … In large part, it’s to show that any weapon
that anyone else can develop, you will have first.”
The solution, according to Tracy, is to include hypersonics in nuclear arms control negotiations — though
currently North Korea and China are not part of any
pacts.
“The development of these weapons, this hypersonic
arms race, is probably not the most stable situation. So
it would be good to act as quickly as possible,” said
Tracy.

US Navy to Apply
Unmanned AI Technologies
in Middle East

The Pentagon tested a scramjet-powered hypersonic
last week, calling it “a successful demonstration of the
capabilities that will make hypersonic cruise missiles a
highly effective tool for our warfighters.”
North Korea’s test announcement suggested they had
much further to go, that the test focused on “maneuverability” and “flight characteristics.”
“Based on an assessment of its characteristics such as
speed, it is at an initial phase of development and will
take a considerable time to be deployed,” the South
Korean and US militaries said in a statement.
Are Hypersonics Nuclear Game-Changers?
Experts say hypersonics do not necessarily upend the
global nuclear balance, but instead add a potent new
delivery method to the traditional triad of bombers,
ground-launched ICBMs, and submarine-launched ballistic missiles.
A central risk is not knowing whether an adversary’s
hypersonic missile has a conventional or nuclear warhead.

The US Navy has announced the creation of a new
task force that will find possible ways for the service to
apply unmanned and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies in the Middle East.
According to task force commodore Capt. Michael
Brasseur, the US 5th Fleet headquarters in Bahrain
faces urgent challenges requiring technological support.
The service seeks to deploy dual-use maritime robotics
to put many sensors in the water. “For us, it comes all
the way down to maritime domain awareness, knowing
what’s going on and then being more precise with the
manned assets,” he was quoted as saying by Navy
Times.
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Brasseur further stated that the navy hopes to deploy
and evaluate unmanned surface vessels and unmanned
aerial systems for use in real missions.
Since last month, the service has been taking inventory
of all unmanned systems and commercial robotics in
the Middle East to identify which can be easily repurposed for complex military missions.
‘Working With Marines’
In an attempt to upgrade naval capabilities in the region, Brasseur said it is now cooperating with potential
partners who are also interested in unmanned and AI
technologies.
He also revealed that the task force is already working
with the US Marines deployed in the area who are
using unmanned aerial vehicles.
“We think we know what they’ll do with it… but never
underestimate a sailor or a Marine with a problem:
they’ll always find a new way to solve that problem.
We’re just trying to accelerate getting the kit in the
hands of the end users,” the official remarked.
In addition to high-tech military vehicles, the task
force is looking for unmanned and AI tools capable of
fusing data from a large number of sensors and putting the information in a form that can be easily and
quickly accessed by fleet commanders.

US Provisionally Approves
EA-18G Growler Sale to
Australia

The US State Department has provisionally approved
the sale of an EA-18G Growler Aircraft to Australia,
the department notified Congress last week.
According to the Defense Security Cooperation
Agency (DSCA), the aircraft will be drawn from the US
Navy stock to replace the Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF) Growler aircraft lost in a 2018 accident. The
replacement aircraft will be modified into a RAAF EA18G aircraft configuration to join Australia’s fleet of
11 Growlers.
To Compensate for Lost RAAF Aircraft
According to Australian Defence Business Review, the
RAAF aircraft accident was due to the failure of “one
of the engines’ high pressure turbines,” for which no
compensation was offered by the US Navy, manufacturer Boeing, or engine manufacturer General Electric.

The DSCA stated that the $125 million possible sale
will include related defense services and equipment,
adding that the “proposed sale will support the foreign
policy and national security objectives of the United
States.” The agency called it “vital” for US national interests to assist allies in “developing and maintaining a
strong and ready self-defense capability.”
EA-18G Growler
According to Boeing, the aircraft “provides critical electronic intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
(ISR) data to other joint force aircraft.” The company
further states that the aircraft’s APG-79 Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar system provides enhanced “radar image resolution, targeting and
tracking range.”
A major feature of the aircraft is its Interference Cancellation System, which provides “uninterrupted radio
communications in a heavily jammed environment.”
The aircraft is also equipped with AIM-120 Advanced
Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missiles.

Russia Tests SubmarineLaunched Tsirkon
Hypersonic Missile

The Russian ministry of defense has announced its
first underwater hypersonic missile test launch.
The nuclear submarine missile cruiser Severodvinsk
test-fired the Tsirkon missile from a depth of 40 me-
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ters (131 feet) below the surface water, the ministry
revealed on Monday.

systems for evaluation, manufacturer Smart Shooter
has revealed.

“…the flight of the rocket from leaving the water to hitting the conditional target fully corresponded to the
specified parameters,” the ministry stated, adding that
the launch took place a couple of days after the submarine test-launched the missile “from a surface position.”

According to the Israeli defense firm, the systems will
be delivered during the fall. The US Navy has also
signed a cooperative research & development agreement with the company to evaluate the system on
ships and vessels.

Frigate-Launched Tsirkon Tests
The development comes days after the TASS news
agency revealed the completion of Tsirkon flight tests
in July. The missile was launched 10 times from the
frigate Admiral Gorshkov during the tests.
The outlet cited a source as saying that the next round
of tests will take place from November through next
year, leading to its induction into the armed forces.
The Russian government is planning to equip both
warships and submarines with the weapon.
Hypersonic missiles travel at a speed of Mach 5 or
above and can strike targets up to 1,500 km (932 mi.)
away, making them nearly impossible to intercept by
missile defense systems. The Tsirkon has a reported
speed of Mach 7.
Russia’s Hypersonic Edge
Russia is rapidly building its hypersonic missile capability and is considered to be ahead of the US. Russian
Deputy Prime Minister Yuri Borisov remarked last
month that the country intends to “try to preserve this
advantage.”
Chief of the Russian Armed Forces General Staff Military Academy, Vladimir Zarudnitsky, revealed in August
that Russia is also developing an air-launched longrange hypersonic missile, the Kh-95.
According to Sputnik, the Kh-95 will be deployed on
“the modernized Tu-22M3M long-range bomber, the
modernized Tu-160M strategic bomber and the
Prospective Aviation Complex for Long-Range Aviation
strategic bomber.”
State-backed outlet RIA Novosti revealed that a prototype of the missile has already been tested from an
aircraft, citing a source.

US Marines Buy Israeli
Rifle-Mounted
Counter-Drone Systems

The US Marine Corps has purchased an unspecified
number of SMASH 2000 rifle-mounted counter-drone

The company states that the “collaboration aims to
perform joint integration and evaluation of Smart
Shooter’s technology with weapons and ammunition
currently supporting the US Navy’s mission.”
Anti-Drone Systems
Smart Shooter CEO Michal Mor said that the systems
feature “built-in targeting algorithms that can track
and hit even very small drones, SMASH fire control
systems put a precision anti-drone capability at the
fingertips of its users.”
The systems include the SMASH 2000 and SMASH
2000 Plus rifle-mounted systems. While the 2000 is a
fire control system “designed to ensure each round
finds its target,” the 2000 Plus provides a counterdrone mode on the basic 2000 system.
The Plus, which can be installed on any military rifle,
utilizes a detection system to lock on a target and
“tracks its movements and synchronizes the shot release to assure a fast and precise hit.”

Suspected Jihadists Kill 14
Soldiers in Burkina Faso

A jihadist insurgency in Mali spilt over into Burkina in
2015.
Suspected jihadists killed 14 soldiers in an attack in
northern Burkina Faso on Monday, the defense ministry said, in the latest bloodshed to hit the region
plagued by Islamist violence.
“The military detachment of Yirgou” in the CentreNord region’s Barsalogho department was “the target
of a terrorist attack” around 0500 GMT on Monday,
junior defense minister General Aime Barthelemy Simpore said.
“Fourteen soldiers were killed during the fighting and
seven wounded were evacuated,” he said in a statement, with the death toll higher than the nine given
earlier by security sources.
“Several terrorists were neutralized during the response,”
he added, praising the soldiers’ “great fighting spirit.”
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A ground and air counter-offensive was immediately
launched to “neutralize the attackers,” he added.

bringing the total to 56 planes, the ministry added.

A security source told AFP that there was also an
“enormous” amount of equipment lost, with some
being burnt and some taken away by the attackers.

The Mainland Affairs Council (MAC), Taiwan’s top
China policy-making body, accused Beijing of “seriously
damaging the status quo of peace and stability in the
Taiwan Strait” with its recent string of incursions.

Burkina Faso has been regularly hit by deadly jihadist
attacks since 2015, mostly in the northern and eastern
regions close to the Mali and Niger borders.

“We demand the Beijing authorities immediately stop
its non-peaceful and irresponsible provocative actions,”
MAC spokesman Chiu Chui-cheng said in a statement.

But on Saturday it was the south that was hit, with
two soldiers killed by a makeshift bomb in Larabin near
the Ivory Coast border.

“China is the culprit for causing tensions between the
two sides of the (Taiwan) Strait and it has further
threatened regional security and order,” he added, saying Taiwan “will never compromise and yield” to
threats.

Back in the north, five soldiers were killed during a reconnaissance mission in Mentao last Wednesday, also
by a makeshift bomb, the armed forces said.
In mid-September, a suspected jihadist attack killed six
gendarmes escorting fuel tanks for a mining company.
Such attacks, normally blamed on jihadists groups affiliated to the Islamic State or Al-Qaeda, have killed
around 2,000 people and forced more than 1.4 million
to flee their homes.

China Sends 56 Jets Into
Taiwan Defense Zone In
Another Record Incursion

The ADIZ is not the same as Taiwan’s territorial airspace but includes a far greater area that overlaps with
part of China’s own air defense identification zone and
even includes some of the mainland.
Self-ruled democratic Taiwan lives under the constant
threat of invasion by China, which views the island as
its territory and has vowed to one day seize it, by force
if necessary.
In the last two years, Beijing has begun sending large
sorties into Taiwan’s defense zone to signal dissatisfaction at key moments — and to keep Taipei’s aging
fighter fleet regularly stressed.
Nearly 150 Chinese warplanes had breached Taiwan’s
ADIZ since Friday when Beijing marked its National
Day with its then-biggest aerial show of force, buzzing
the island with 38 planes.
That was followed by another incursion by 39 planes
on Saturday, sparking criticism from Washington.
State Department spokesman Ned Price reiterated
Monday that the United States was “very concerned”
by the “provocative” moves by Beijing.

China has warned that violating the 'One China Policy'
would force the country to adopt “severe measures.”
Taiwan urged Beijing to stop “irresponsible provocative
actions” after 56 Chinese warplanes crossed into its air
defense zone on Monday (October 4) in yet another
record incursion.
The defense ministry said it scrambled aircraft to
broadcast warnings after 36 fighter jets, 12 H-6 nuclear-capable bombers and four other planes entered
its southwest air defense identification zone (ADIZ).
Four more fighters entered the zone in a night sortie,

“This activity is destabilizing, it risks miscalculation and
it undermines regional peace and security,” Price told
reporters.
“We strongly urge Beijing to cease its military, diplomatic and economic pressure and coercion against Taiwan,” he said, calling US commitment to the island
“rock-solid.”
Ramping up Pressure
China’s foreign ministry on Monday accused Washington of sending out “an extremely wrong and irresponsible signal” with “provocative” actions such as selling
arms to Taipei and sending its warships to the Taiwan
Strait.
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“The US should correct its mistakes, earnestly abide by
the ‘one China Principle’… prudently and appropriately
handle the Taiwan issue, stop bolstering ‘Taiwanese independence’ separatist forces,” said spokeswoman Hua
Chunying.
Beijing has ramped up pressure on Taiwan since the
2016 election of President Tsai Ing-wen, who rejects
its stance that Taiwan is part of “one China”.
Under President Xi Jinping, Chinese warplanes are
crossing into Taiwan’s ADIZ at an unprecedented rate.
Last year, a record 380 Chinese military jets made incursions into Taiwan’s defense zone, and the number
this year as of early October has already exceeded
600.
Last week, 24 Chinese warplanes flew into the zone
after Taiwan applied to join a major trans-Pacific trade
pact, a move Beijing has opposed.
Friday’s show of force came the same week China accused Britain of “evil attentions” after it sent a frigate
to sail through the Taiwan Strait, which Beijing claims
as its own waterway.
Xi has described Taiwan becoming part of the mainland as “inevitable”.
US military officials have begun to talk openly about
fears that China could consider the previously unthinkable and invade.
Monday’s incursion “was a way for Beijing to tell
Washington that it will not submit to US warnings,
that it, not Washington, sets the rules in this part of
the world,” said J. Michael Cole, a Taipei-based analyst
at the University of Nottingham’s Taiwan Studies Programme.

China J-16D Fighter Deployed
Near Taiwan: Satellite Image
China has deployed its new J-16D electronic warfare
aircraft to an eastern airbase near Taiwan, according to
satellite imagery released by Kanwa Asian Defence.
The Canada-based magazine revealed that the fighter
was seen at Xiangtang airbase in Jiangxi province. It is
reportedly parked in hangars that accommodate advanced warfare aircraft.
A South China Morning Post report states that a military source in Beijing has confirmed the deployment of
the J-16D fighter near Taiwan. The source explained
that the surge of military activity near the island is

part of China’s combat-readiness training.
Earlier this month, 56 warplanes entered Taiwan’s air
defense identification zone in another record incursion.
The defense ministry stated that it scrambled aircraft
to warn the intruders away.
“We demand the Beijing authorities immediately stop
its non-peaceful and irresponsible provocative actions,”
Mainland Affairs Council spokesman Chiu Chui-cheng
said, as quoted by BBC News. “China is the culprit for
causing tensions between the two sides of the Strait
and it has further threatened regional security and
order.”
About the J-16D
Designed and manufactured by Shenyang Aircraft Corporation, the J-16D electronic warfare plane is the latest version of the J-16 fighter introduced to the
People’s Liberation Army in 2013.
The warplane is capable of simultaneously neutralizing
various types of enemy radars and communication
systems to safely penetrate well-defended airspace.
In addition to its radar-jamming capabilities, the Chinese aircraft is equipped with upgraded wingtip missile
launchers with electronic warfare pods and two missiles under the central pylons.
The new J-16D fighter was recently introduced to the
public at Airshow China 2021.

Thales Unveils Radar for
Advanced Drone Detection

Multinational aerospace company Thales Group has
unveiled its new Ground Observer 20 multi-mission
(GO20 MM) radar featuring advanced unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) detection and ground surveillance capabilities.
Equipped with 360-degree, 3D surveillance technology,
the single-mode radar will provide the armed forces
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(Queensland Mounted Infantry) 2/14LHRs (QMI)
who tried the reconnaissance bicycle for the first time
credited it for their improved performance.
One of the first soldiers to pioneer the bicycle in trials,
Corporal Thomas Ovey, explained its capabilities. “It allows us to do safe-handing of information, whether
that’s information people have found on the battlefield, or even if one of the troops takes photos on their
phone and wants to send it back to headquarters.”


with protection from threats evolving at low altitude,
including enemy microdrones. It will also detect ground
combat vehicles and individuals on foot.
In a press release, the defense firm explained that the
new equipment will increase military situational awareness, critical to maintaining a tactical advantage on the
battlefield. It also pointed out that many countries
have begun investing in drones, causing a significant
shift in battlefield dominance.
“Thales continues to invest and bring tactical advantage to forces in the field…” director of Land and Air
Systems at Thales, Maja Velimirovic, said. “This latest
family member adds a new dimension to early drone
detection and provides superior support to forces battlefield supremacy.”
‘Recognizing Threats’
Thales revealed that its new GO20 MM radar combines ground and low-level air surveillance in a single
surveillance asset. Its speedy rate of update allows
early detection and automatic classification of longrange drones that have yet to pose a threat.
The radar is also equipped with a Venus interface solution, allowing operators to immediately recognize the
threat, giving them time to formulate the best
counter-drone strategy.
The system’s six-cell battery allows for increased surveillance time, increasing protection.
The GO20 MM radar is designed for easy transport
and configuration. Two soldiers can perform a setup in
five minutes.

Australian Army Trials Electric
Bikes for Reconnais

Detachable Part Of Boxer Combat Vehicle
The bicycle comes as a detachable part of the Boxer
combat reconnaissance vehicle and helps it in sighting
routes, said Ovey. He added that the bicycle also helps
to reconnoitre creek lines to determine “whether we
can get the vehicle through.”
“They’ll call us up, we’ll get the stealth bikes out, head
down there and grab the information. It’s a lot quicker.
“We cover more ground much faster, and it saves time
instead of waiting for troops to come to us when
they’ve found something.
“It’s easier to punch out the e-bikes and return.”
Features
The bicycle has a maximum speed of 90km/h
(56m/h) and can cover 100km (62m) on a single
charge, using less power than standard electric bicycles
while making less noise.
Moreover, Corporal Ovey finds the e-bike more exciting: “This is one of those things about the job that’s
exciting, fun and awesome.”
The bicycle trial report will be released at the end of
the year, determining whether they are employed in
combat brigades.

Russia to Invite Taliban to
International Talks in
Moscow Oct. 20

Russia will invite the Taliban to international talks on
Afghanistan scheduled for October 20 in Moscow, the
Kremlin’s envoy to Afghanistan, Zamir Kabulov, said
Thursday (October 7).

The Australian Army has begun trials on “stealth” ebikes for battlefield information gathering.

In response to a question from Russian journalists on
whether representatives of the hardline group would
be invited to negotiations involving China, India, Iran,
and Pakistan, Kabulov said: “Yes.”

Soldiers of the 2nd/14th Light Horse Regiment

The talks will follow a G20 summit on Afghanistan on
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October 12 that will seek to help the country avoid a
humanitarian catastrophe in the wake of the Taliban
takeover.
Kabulov was also asked whether Russia would deliver
aid to Afghanistan, where the humanitarian crisis is
growing worse, a top UN official warned Wednesday.
Russia would do, but the details were still being decided, Kabulov said.
“This is being worked out,” he told journalists, saying
“cargo” was being collected.
Moscow has moved to engage with the Taliban but
stopped short of recognition of the group, which is
banned as a terrorist organization in Russia.
On Monday, Kabulov said Moscow would not “exclude”
revising the UN sanctions regime against the Taliban.
“But at this stage we believe it is not expedient to
rush,” he said.
Russia has warned about members of extremist groups
exploiting political turmoil in Afghanistan to cross into
neighboring countries as refugees.
Afghanistan shares a border with ex-Soviet Tajikistan
where Russia maintains a key military base.

Russian Military Vehicles
to Receive ‘Chameleon’
Camouflage

The Russian Army plans to coat its combat vehicles
with a color-changing material that blends in with the
surrounding environment, RIA Novosti revealed, citing
a source.
According to the Moscow-based news agency, the
camouflage developed by Ruselectronics consists of
several small plates of electrochromic coating, “which
allows it to create various visual images that not only
copy the color of the surrounding landscape, but also
its structure.”
Computer Changes Color Pattern
The state-backed outlet explained that the system
consists of video cameras that collect information
from outside and pass it on to a computer. Based on
the information received, the computer changes the
color and image on the exterior of the vehicle.
The unnamed source told the outlet that “the speed of
camouflage reaction to changes in the environment is
fractions of a second. If, for example, a tank was stand-

ing in a field and the coating had a painting of one
type, and then it changed its position and found itself
against the background of a different type of landscape, then the coating will change the color and
structure of camouflage throughout the entire area.”
Evades Optical Tracking Devices
He added that the camouflage helps the vehicle merge
with the landscape, thus avoiding enemy tracking by
satellites, drones, and manned aircraft.
The coating will be applied to a range of army vehicles
such as tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, and armored
personnel carriers.

Sixteen Soldiers Killed in
Central Mali Attack

Thousands of soldiers and civilians have died in the
conflict that first erupted in 2012.
Sixteen soldiers were killed and 10 wounded in an attack in central Mali on Wednesday, security and health
officials in the war-torn Sahel state said.
In a statement, Mali’s army said the troops had been
the target of a “complex IED attack” — referring to an
improvised explosive device — and then came under
heavy gunfire shortly before 11:30 am.
The army blamed the attack on suspected jihadists,
and said that after pursuit, 15 of the assailants were
killed and 20 motorcycles seized.
According to the army, the provisional toll on its side
was nine soldiers killed and 11 wounded. It also said
three of its vehicles were destroyed.
However, a health official working in central Mali said
the death toll had risen to 16, with the bodies in the
local morgue.A security source, who requested
anonymity, also confirmed the higher toll.
Mali has been struggling to contain an Islamist insurgency that first erupted in the north in 2012 and has
since claimed thousands of military and civilian lives.
Despite the presence of thousands of French and UN
troops, the conflict has engulfed central Mali and
spread to neighboring Burkina Faso and Niger.
Central Mali has become one of the most violent
hotspots of the Sahel-wide conflict, where ethnic
killings and attacks on government forces are frequent.
Laying roadside bombs — or IEDs — is a common
tactic of jihadist groups in the region. g
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